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Abstract—With the ever-increasing offer of television content
as internet broadcast streams, synchronisation of this material
with second screen applications has received considerable interest
over the last years. We introduce a novel audio fingerprinting
method which can be easily implemented, and offer promising
experiments on German news show material. Further, we eval-
uate possible additional usage for audio fingerprinting in the
context of duplicate detection whenever different media shows
with the same topic recycle shared media fragments. We give an
outlook in how far knowledge drawn from our algorithm can
be used to enhance a viewer’s experience, by offering automatic
skipping and/or recommendation functionality.


I. INTRODUCTION


In Germany, roughly 71% of people under the age of 30 si-
multaneously use the internet in parallel to watching television
[1], studies for America [2] even report that 86% of mobile
internet users utilize their mobile device while watching TV.
Whenever the television shows are to be enriched with second
screen applications specifically designed for this content, the
devices typically need to be synchronized, even more so
when the original video is offered in an on-demand internet
streaming platform or consumed via time-shifted recordings
where it cannot be known in advance when a given content is
viewed.


While the general topic of media synchronization has re-
ceived considerable interest over the last years, some tech-
niques developed there fail to translate to internet streaming
applications. Also, some of the existing technologies like [3]
or [4] are not easily includable in commercial usage due
to intellectual property constraints. The problem of audio
fingerprinting itself has found ample attention and the field has
found a pretty stable algorithmic basis which is described, for
example, in [5]. Recent developments in this field — like this
work — are typically tied to specific applications, especially
in the areas of mobile search and social networks (see [6] for
a recent review).


In this paper, we present a novel audio fingerprinting tech-
nique which is easy to implement and offers promising results
in our experiments. Further, we evaluate possible additional
usage for duplicate detection within media shows on the same
topic. For a personalized viewer’s experience, this knowledge
can be used to automatically skip already seen material,
recommend similar material or offer more in-depth parts of
the program. We evaluate the performance of the fingerprints
with German broadcast streams provided by Public Service


Broadcaster Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg (RBB),1 as part of
the joint LinkedTV project.2


II. LINKEDTV
The vision of LinkedTV is of a ubiquitously online cloud


of Networked Audio-Visual Content decoupled from place,
device or source. The aim is to provide an interactive multi-
media service for non-professional end-users, with focus on
television broadcast content as seed videos. The project work-
flow can be described as follows: starting from the demands
of the use case scenarios, coupled with a description of
the targeted multimedia content, the videos are analyzed by
various (semi-)automatic ways. The raw data obtained from
the single approaches is gathered and further enriched in a
second step, by assigning media fragment descriptions and
interlinking these with other multimedia information, using
knowledge acquired from, e.g., web mining.


At this step, the knowledge of duplicates within the videos
is especially valuable in the news show scenario foreseen
for the project. Here, each day several different shows have
access to shared content material. As opposed to video finger-
printing/visual frame redetection, audio fingerprinting seems
most appropriate for the detection algorithm because of three
reasons: first, the visual material is not exactly the same
but rather adopted to each show, e.g., by customized banner
overlays. Second, the same visual information might have been
re-used in a different context, e.g., the same scenic background
overview of a certain site like the German parliament might
be used in totally different topics. The third reason is that
audio fingerprints can be expected to have a more favorable
real-time factor.


Further down in the LinkedTV workflow, the enriched
videos are then shown in a suitably tailored presentation
engine which allows the end-user to interact with a formerly
linear video, and a recommendation/personalization engine
which further gives the possibility to customize this experi-
ence.


III. AUDIO FINGERPRINTS


The audio fingerprinting algorithm presented here relies
on detecting characteristic features in the spectrogram of
given recordings. For indexing user-defined segments, the
corresponding audio stream is continuously converted into a


1www.rbb-online.de
2www.linkedtv.eu
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Fig. 1. Diagram depicting the audio fingerprint extraction algorithm. The
dark blue box in the center represents the central point of the fingerprint.


sequence of spectrogram windows. The frequency range is
mapped into 20 roughly logarithmically spaced bins.


For each time position t (with a step size of 20 ms), and
each frequency bin b, a fingerprint f is extracted. Each such
fingerprint is extracted by comparing the signal’s energy at the
central point (t, b) to a set of 16 temporal and frequency-wise
neighbors as indicated in Figure 1. This results in a fingerprint
represented by a bit string f of length 16. If the signal in such
a neighboring area of (t, b) has sufficiently higher energy than
the central value, the corresponding bit is set to 1, and to 0
otherwise. The fingerprint is kept only if at least one bit is
different from zero.


In order to achieve robustness against channel distortions
and similar deviations of the signal, each extracted bit se-
quence is decoded using a linear block code, resulting in a
codeword c for each fingerprint f . To this end, we employ
the binary (24, 12, 8) Golay code allowing to correct up to 3
bit errors in each fingerprint. The 16 bit fingerprints are zero
padded to a length of 24 bits to be used together with this code.
The resulting codewords c have a block size of 12 bits. For
each time window, a random selection of 500 extracted triples
(t, b, c) consisting of time and frequency information as well
as the codeword are stored in an index structure which is then
persisted. This results in having several hundred descriptors
belonging to a segment of five seconds.


During retrieval time, the complete audio signal is processed
in the same way as for indexing. Periodically, the extracted
descriptors are used as queries for the index structure, which
returns all occurences of similar descriptors in the indexed
material. If the amount of descriptors belonging to a certain
indexed segment is sufficiently high, if their temporal order is
correct and if they occur in a comparable duration, a match is
declared.


Several measures for detecting distorted versions of the
original material have been implemented: The use of a linear
block code allows for a certain amount of bit errors in


the fingerprints, which correspond to energy fluctuations in
the underlying signal. By allowing small timing deviations
in the order of the spectrogram’s Fast Fourier Transform
length, different positions of the spectrogram windows are
compensated. And finally, the choice of thresholds for the
percentage of matched descriptors and their minimal duration
allows the adaptation of the algorithm to different use cases
with varying requirements regarding precision and recall.


IV. EXPERIMENTS


In this section, we offer first results of the fingerprinting
technique on the target material.


A. Media Synchronization


First experiments using the fingerprinting algorithm for
media synchronisation were carried out using a German TV
show. At intervals of ten seconds, one event was indexed,
with the goal of detecting these events in potentially distorted
material including commercial breaks.


The indexing of 16:30 m of original material with 92 events
takes only a couple of seconds on standard PC hardware, the
index is smaller than 2MBytes. The matching runs about 2.5
times faster than real time. Here, the precision of the matching
is perfect, i.e., no false positives are detected, while the recall
is almost perfect (one miss, i.e., 98.9%). We added white noise,
red noise (1/f ) and brown noise (1/f2) on various signal-to-
noise (SNR) ratios to the original signal (Figure 2). While
there are still no false positives, the recall drops dramatically
at around 20 dB SNR for all three types of noises. As could
be expected, brown noise which does not distort as much on
the whole frequency range performs best, but only slightly.


Artificial noise is a nice way to test the robustness in gen-
eral, but it still tells little about actual use case environments.
In a second screen application setting, presumably taking
place at home, we can expect occasional (possibly loud) noise
from sources like banging doors, telephone ringing, and other
people talking. For an extreme scenario, we decided that noises
that can be heard in a passenger train contain all these sounds,
both electronically (announcements, automatic doors, engine
sounds) and from persons (other travellers talking, giggling,
coughing). Thus, one author recorded these environmental
sounds during his daily commute, and we again mixed in these
sounds at different SNR ratios (Figure 3). Here, the recall starts
to drop only at 10 dB SNR, and still is acceptable at 5 dB SNR.


B. Duplicate Detection


For preliminary experiments of the fingerprinting technol-
ogy, we selected seven different news show scenes from the
online portal of RBB, on the topic of Berlin’s new airport:


• one scene from RBB um sechs (2012/08/14), on the delay
of its opening,


• two scenes from the Abendschau (2012/08/14), one on
the delay of its opening, the other on a terrorist warning,


• one scene from Brandenburg Aktuell (2012/08/14), on the
delay of its opening
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Fig. 2. Recall drop with increasing artificial noise level.
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Fig. 3. Recall drop with increasing passenger train noise level.


• two scenes from RBB Aktuell (2012/08/14), one on the
delay of its opening, the other on a terrorist warning,


• one scene from Kontraste (2012/08/12), on a general
progress of the airport.


Focussing on the four scenes about the opening delay, we
found several interesting differences and commonalities: the
host is different for all shows, but the opening material for the
report is at times similar. All four reports feature an interview
with the politician Anton Hofreiter, but only three of them
have the same content; the RBB um sechs show takes different
quotes from the same material. The show Brandenburg Aktuell
is the longest, and has a live interview with the politician Jörg
Vogelsänger, whereas some shots of Vogelsänger’s interview
are recycled in RBB Aktuell. Both Abendschau and RBB
Aktuell have the same final conclusion drawn by reporter Boris
Hermel. See Figure 4 for an overview.


We use the RBB Aktuell video as the seed video for the
fingerprint algorithm. While the data used is far too small to
draw conclusions about the significance, the algorithm was
able to detect Hofreiter in the three shows which broadcast


the identical utterances, and did not detect a duplicate where
other parts of the interview were used. Also, both instances of
Vogelsänger and Hermel were detected correctly. As a sanity
check, we also ran the fingerprint detection on the other videos
which do not contain any duplicates but are on the same topic,
and the algorithm correctly reported no matches.


V. CONCLUSION


In this paper, we presented a novel audio fingerprinting
algorithm. Our experiments indicate that it can robustly syn-
chronize a second screen application with broadcast media
content. Especially for a non-artificial noise scenario, the
algorithm still performs reasonably at a SNR of 5 dB. We
therefore conclude that one-time events such as, e.g., banging
of doors or coughing of the viewer, do not hamper a second
screen application.


While established methods with a similar application exist,
our method does not have any intellectual property constraints
and can be implemented easily, while still providing good
results and using reasonable processing power and storage.
Further, for the given data we have seen another promising
use case, as the technique can also detect duplicates within an
internet broadcast archive.


Currently, the timestamp results for the fingerprint detec-
tions might be misleading since an identified smaller chunk
could also appear at the end of the larger interview. As future
work, we want to further strengthen the ties between the
videos, by using diarization and speaker detection so that, e.g.,
the full interview can be linked right from its beginning. On a
larger scale, using automatic topic segmentation on the basis
of, e.g., shot segmentation, crawled subtitles and/or automatic
speech recognition, we can also link to the beginning of larger
reports, a feature that might be especially interesting for news
summaries at the end of the day where a user wants to hear
the full story.
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SHOW RBB um sechs Abendschau Brandenburg Aktuell RBB Aktuell
TIME 6 pm 7.30 pm 7.30 pm 9.45 pm
LENGTH 1:51 m 1:54 m 3:33 m 2:18 m


Fig. 4. Content of four news shows containing material about Berlin’s new airport.
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Abstract— Next generation HbbTV applications promise exciting 


new possibilities with respect to heterogeneous content sources 


synchronization, like multi-angle picture-in-picture video 


rendering and . Frame accurate synchronization is required in 


order to achieve these new possibilities. In this study, as part of 


the ongoing European FP7 Next Generation Hybrid Broadcast 


Broadband (Hbb-Next) project, we investigated the use of 


content agnostic timestamp information for media 


synchronization. We demonstrate that frame accurate 


synchronization on a single device can be achieved between local 


transport streams and a remote MPEG-DASH stream using a 


customized GStreamer based test bed. In future research, we will 


extend our test bed for inter device and inter destination 


synchronization. 


Keywords—HBB-Next, Hybrid Broadband Broadcast, multi 


source media synchronization. 


I.  INTRODUCTION 


Compared to a decade ago, distribution and consumption of 
multimedia content has changed radically. The worlds of 
broadcasters and broadband suppliers are converging to one 
hybrid platform. This transition has sparked the development 
of for example the Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV (HbbTV) 
platform [1] and OpenHBB platform [2]. These platforms have 
mostly linked Internet and broadcast by offering on-demand 
content in addition to current linear broadcast services. 
Limitations of these platforms in the field of interoperability 
and lack of support for (synchronized) heterogeneous media 
have been discussed in literature [3, 4].  


The European FP7 Next Generation Hybrid Broadcast 
Broadband, or HBB-Next, project [5], aims to develop 
technical solutions that allow for innovative new services to be 
delivered over hybrid-broadcast-broadband platforms. Topics 
being researched in HBB-Next include group recommendation 
systems, synchronization of heterogeneous media on a single 
or multiple devices and deployment of device and platform 
independent applications.  


Frame accurate synchronization of heterogeneous sources 
within an HbbTV context allows for new possibilities like third 
party audio channel delivery and synchronized multi-angle 
picture in picture video feeds. This report discusses the 
preliminary results of our ongoing study on frame accurate 


inter media synchronization originating from heterogeneous 
sources within an HBB context on a single device focusing on 
both video and audio content. 


II. SCENARIOS 


When it comes to synchronization of multiple sources, 
three cases can be distinguished [6]: 


 inter-media synchronisation (synchronizing play out of 
different media on a single device) 


 inter-device synchronisation (synchronizing play out of 
different media on multiple co-located devices) 


 inter-destination synchronisation (synchronizing play 
out of different media at geographically distributed 
locations and devices). 


In this study, we focus on the first case: frame accurate 
synchronized play out of heterogeneous media on a single 
device. Future work will be directed towards the latter two 
cases and built on the results obtained so far.  


In this first case, two or more media streams are delivered 
to the end-user and synchronized at the local device which 
receives these streams. These media streams can contain any 
kind of media, e.g. a broadcast DVB satellite feed, an IP based 
video feed, localized subtitles, a hearing impaired audio 
channel, (targeted) commercials, an accompanying second 
screen application, a website, recommended content, etc. 
Frame accurate synchronization will be required in case of for 
example picture-in-picture (e.g. a camera feed of the same 
scene from another angle) or tiled streaming (e.g. ultra high 
resolution video distribution where different spatial areas of the 
same video are delivered as different streams) [7].  


When dealing with multiple streams, generally one stream 
is regarded to be the primary media stream. In most use cases, 
this will be the stream that is being sent over the broadcast 
network, although technically it might just as well be sent over 
the broadband network. The other streams are regarded as 
secondary streams and contain additional content to the 
primary stream. The secondary streams can either be sent over     


Part of the research leading to these results has received funding from the 
European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under 


grant agreement no. 287848. 
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the same network as the primary stream, but can also be sent 
over another type of network (e.g. over a broadband network). 


Apart from possibly being sent over heterogeneous 
networks, these primary and secondary streams do not 
necessarily originate from the same content creator/owner. 
With respect to synchronization of heterogeneous media 
sources, three scenarios can be distinguished (see Fig.1 ). 


 1st party secondary stream provider. The provider of 
the primary stream also provides secondary streams. 
For example, the broadcaster provides both the DVB 
satellite video feed (via broadcast) and the hearing 
impaired audio feed (via broadband). 


 2nd party secondary stream provider. The providers of 
the primary and secondary feeds are somehow related 
to each other which means they can share clock 
information with each other.  


 3rd party secondary stream provider. The providers of 
the primary and secondary streams are not related to 
each other. For example, a third party is providing a 
commentary track. 


In a broadcast delivery network, media streams can be 
remultiplexed multiple times. Remultiplexing of transport 
streams can result in a loss of absolute synchronization 
information embedded within the media streams.  It is assumed 
that in the first two scenarios, the content creators have 
influence on the broadcast network, e.g. remultiplexing of 
media streams is performed within their bounds. In case of the 
third scenario, it is assumed that this is not the case. 


Each scenario imposes different constraints on the 
possibilities and limitations for content synchronization. The 
fact that each stream can contain any sort of media further 
complicates the case. 


The following technical challenges are acknowledged with 
respect to inter media synchronization [6]: 


 Having different reference clocks. This especially 
applies to the third scenario. 


 Using different transport protocols. Different protocols 
have different timing models and feedback 
mechanisms. 


 Having different transmission delays. Media streams 
from different sources and/or over different transport 
channels have different transmission delays and jitter. 


 Broadcast with internet multicast on on-demand 
delivery. The content delivery nature may be different. 
Whereas one stream is delivered continuously as DVB 
broadcast or IP multicast another may be transmitted 
on demand. Each streaming technology has its own 
characteristics with regard to delay and timing 
mechanisms. 


III. RELATED WORK 


The topic of inter media synchronization has been 
discussed abundantly in literature, each addressing one or 
multiple of the issues summarized in the previous section.  


In [8], Ehley et al. propose an algorithm for inter-media 
synchronization based on controlling audio/video playback 
according to the Program Clock Reference (PCR) and 
associated Presentation Time Stamp (PTS). At the beginning of 
play-back, the algorithm checks whether the audio and video 
streams start at the same time. If this is not the case, the control 
algorithm delays the slave stream with a greater PTS until it is 
in sync with the master stream. As discussed in [9], master and 
slave can be switched if the slave stream starts to run in 
advance compared to the master stream. PTS values forms the 
basis of inter media synchronization in for example the 
Transport Stream specification [10, 11].  


Additionally, usage of PTS values to synchronize 
heterogeneous media sources has been described in [12, 13]. In 
this case, the various sources use a synchronized wall clock (by 
means of for example GPS, NTP or Precision Time Protocol 
(PTP)) or clock recovery, and each media source inserts PTS 
values into the media stream in a synchronized manner. An 
important downside of this approach is that remultiplexing 
operations, which are part of many broadcast and some 
broadband networks, typically regenerate PCR values making 
it difficult to maintain clock synchrony between different 
sources. Furthermore, the PCR is attached to the service and 
contains no reference to the temporal position within the 
current event or stream. A timing reference is thus required to 
solve this issue [14]. 


Beloqui et al. [15]   also envisaged the hybrid broadcast 
broadband delivery of audiovisual contents, including a 
synchronized play-out of multiple media streams delivered via 


Figure 1. Delivery of primary and secondary media streams via different 
providers and hybrid networks. 
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HBBTV system consisting of a DVB stream and one or 
multiple MPEG2-TS [10] streams. To accomplish the effective 
synchronization between these broadcast and broadband 
streams the authors introduce a “media sync module” where 
the input streams will be synchronized. Fig. 2 gives an 
overview of this architecture. 


First, some relation needs to be established between the 
clocks in the different streams at the source. The authors 
propose the use of NTP, GPS or Precision Time Protocol (PTP) 
depending on the situation.  


Next, the delivery of a connection between the initial 
timestamp with the NTP clock over IP networks is performed 
via the Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP) which provides the 
RTP timestamp, related to the MPEG2-TS payload timestamps, 
and their related NTP times. If an RTCP packet is sent by the 
source at the beginning of the media session the relationship is 
established and sent to the receiver. 


The DVB system does not use RTCP and, thus, another 
method is needed to signal timing events. The authors propose 
to send the relationship between MPEG2-TS timestamps from 
the related program with the wall-clock time using the Event 
Information Table (EIT). The EIT transmits, among other 
information, the transport stream ID, event ID, start time and 
duration. It is proposed to add an extra field (PTS_timestamp) 
indicating the timestamps of the initial PTS event called, as in 
the MPEG2-TS. 


At the client side, the sync module realigns the received 
media sources and renders the streams in sync. The authors did 
not implement this approach, so it is unclear to what accuracy 
this approach can provide synchrony. 


The authors Rauschenbach and Putz [16] describe the 
SAVANT (Synchronized and scalable AV content Across 
NeTworks) project. In this project the best-suited transmission 
mechanism is chosen automatically for each media item 
depending on content properties, network parameters and 
number of subscribers. The system provides end-to-end support 


to present two media streams synchronously at the receiver 
side, even if they are transmitted via different networks. 


At the content provider side, the timestamps for the main 
content consist of NPT (Normal Play Time) descriptors, which 
are inserted into the MPEG2-TS using an NPT generator. The 
NPT value represents a reference to the system time clock 
(STC) value of the TS. The generation of the NPT descriptors 
and RTP timestamps is triggered to start simultaneously. At the 
start of the main program their values are reset and increased 
periodically and monotonically. In this way, a common time 
base between the multiple media sources is realized. 


At the client side, a local clock is generated based on and 
synchronized to the extracted NPT values. The RTP Proxy 
presents an RTP packet to the player when the local clock 
reaches the value of the timestamp in that media packet. In 
order to do so, the client can delay the RTP stream if needed 
(due to for example network delays or jitter), and 
resynchronize it with the main program.  


This approach assumes co-location of the different media 
sources in order to share the common clock and 
synchronization signal (e.g. scenario 1). Additionally, DVB 
now regards the use of NPT to be obsolete [17] and RFC 3550 
[18] specifies that the initial value (in this case set to 0) to be 
randomly generated. Therefore, the applicability of this method 
in the current situation is limited.  


Christopher Howson et al [14] describe the event timeline 
as a solution for frame accurate synchronization of hybrid 
media components used to compose personalized second 
screen TV services. The event timeline is a system for 
synchronization of TV service components delivered over 
different networks without being dependent on content type, 
transport protocol or timing model. The timeline information is 
precisely synchronized to the other existing protocol 
synchronization mechanism (e.g. PCR/PTS). The timeline 
information is inserted as an additional component of a 
transport protocol, as can be seen in Fig. 3. 


An evaluation of this framework has shown that lip sync 
accurate synchronization between an audio multicast stream 
and broadcast DVB-T video stream can be achieved [14]. 
According to the authors, additional research is necessary to 
show whether this methodology is sufficiently accurate to 
synchronize two video streams frame accurate since this 
requires even more stringent synchronization than lip sync 
synchronization . 


 
Figure 2. Hybrid Broadband Broadcast synchronization by employing a 


synchronization module [15]. 


 


 


 
Figure 3. Timeline component insertion in MPEG2-TS [14]. 
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In order to achieve frame accurate media synchronization, 
we investigate the possibilities of utilizing PCR/PTS and 
timelines. The timeline approach  and PCR/PTS both allow for 
synchronization in all three described scenarios while the 
methodology as developed within the SAVANT project is only 
applicable to scenario 1.  


IV. ANALYSIS 


A. PCR/PTS approach 


Program Clock Reference (PCR) based synchronization 
utilizes timing information which is already present within the 
MPEG-2 Transport Stream. The PCR, an accurate 27 MHz 
clock (tolerance ± 500 ns [10]), is used by decoders to 
reconstruct the encoder clock. Presentation Time Stamps 
(PTS), media unit timing information relative to the PCR, are 
used to time the output of the media unit precisely.  


The PCR and PTS can be utilized for inter media 
synchronization originating from heterogeneous sources as 
long as MPEG-2 TS is used and a synchronized PCR is carried. 
This approach has two basic requirements: 


 The PCR and PTS/DTS values must not be changed 
during transmission. 


 The encoder clocks must be synchronized to the same 
PCR values. 


The working principle is as follows: the receiver receives 
different media streams via heterogeneous transmission media 
(IP/DVB) and buffers the received streams until it is able to 
align the PCR (and thus PTS) of the different streams. This 
requires an adjustment of the input buffers according to the 
expected or actual reception delay since the different delivery 
paths may have different latencies. The media data is then 
processed and, according to the reconstructed time lines, 
presented to the user in a frame accurate manner.  


The presented approach can be applied to any MPEG2-TS 
since PCR (and PTS) are defined in the MPEG2-TS 
specification [10]. No additional elements need to be 
introduced to implement this synchronisation mechanism. 


B. Timeline approach. 


Combining DVB broadcast with on-demand IP video or 
IPTV may enrich the user’s TV experience. Complementary 
services, like picture-in-picture streaming of a second, 


synchronized, video stream coming from an IP-based content 
provider (1st, 2nd or 3rd party), would adapt their playout 
position to match the current playout position of the DVB 
service. In order to do so, a common clock providing absolute 
timing information about the different media sources is 
required. This absolute clock can be provided by inserting a 
common timeline into each media stream. This timeline relates 
the timing information embedded in each stream to a common 
clock.  


Each media provider (broadcaster and secondary service 
provider) needs to include this common timeline into their 
stream, or, possibly, over the top via for example a broadband 
connection. The media player which renders all streams must 
extract the embedded timeline, and adjust media presentation 
timestamps accordingly.  


Embedding timestamps in media streams has been covered 
in literature [14, 19] and has been standardized in ETSI TS 102 
823 for MPEG2 transport streams [20]. According to this 
specification, a broadcast timeline is encapsulated in a 
Packetized Elementary Stream (PES). The PES is advertised in 
the PMT as private data. The timeline PES payload carries a 
broadcast timeline and a TV-Anytime (TV-A) description in 
the auxiliary data descriptor. The purpose for the TVA 
descriptor is to offer the possibility to link metadata to the 
timeline using a TVA id. Fig. 4 shows the process for 
generating and inserting the timeline. For each I-frame found, a 
timeline PES packet is created, using the PTS value from the I-
frame’s PES header. The broadcast_timeline descriptor is 
configured as direct timeline using absolute time values. In 
theory, also a relative tick format can be used, but this is not 
considered for the current approach. As tick_format 
1000ticks/s was chosen. The timeline generation starts at the 
beginning of a show meaning that the absolute_ticks in the 
broadcast timeline descriptor starts with the value of zero. 
Once the timeline is generated, it is multiplexed to the MPEG2 
TS. Since the timeline’s PES headers carry the same PTS 
values as the video I-frame’s PES header it is synchronized to 
the video stream. 


C. Rationale for different approaches 


The main difference between the PCR/PTS approach and 
the Timeline approach is that they are based on a relative and 
absolute timing paradigm respectively. 


The timeline data is encapsulated into a separate elementary 
stream and adds absolute timing information to the media 
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Figure 4. An overview of the timeline insertion process into an MPEG2-TS 
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stream, allowing for the synchronization of metadata and on-
demand media streams which normally lack synchronization 
information. The timeline is therefore codec- and transport 
protocol agnostic, but requires customizations at both the 
encoder and decoder side of the play out network (to inject and 
extract the timeline data respectively). 


The PCR/PTS approach requires modification of the 
already embedded PCR/PTS values in a transport stream but 
can only provide relative timing information. This requires no 
additional resources and less processing complexity since it is 
basic part of the MPEG2-TS specification [10]. Frame-accurate 
inter-media synchronization of media with the same container 
configuration is thus relatively straightforward on both the 
encoder and decoder part of the network. 


When taking the three scenarios as discussed in Section II 
into consideration, both approaches have their advantages and 
disadvantages. In case of the first party scenario, the PCR/PTS 
solution is regarded to be applicable since a common clock is 
available, assuming that the PCR/PTS values are not changed 
due to remultiplexing in the broadcast network. The same holds 
for the second party scenario, when clock synchrony at 
multiple locations is achieved by utilizing for example GPS 
clock signals or the NTP [21] or PTP [22] protocol. An 
important advantage of the PCR-based approach is that 
PCR/PTS synchronization is widely utilized in the broadcaster 
world. An important limitation is that this synchronization 
approach is only applicable for streaming media being 
transported in an MPEG2-TS container. In addition, this 
approach assumes no re-multiplexing occurs in the broadcast 
network. 


The timeline approach is applicable to both scenarios. 
Especially the third scenario will benefit from its advantage in 
that it allows for synchronization of any content type as long as 
the timeline information is embedded or provided (using for 
example a manifest file). Furthermore, it is not prone to any 
PCR/PTS adjustments due to remultiplexing operations in the 
delivery network.  


In this study we implement the timeline approach and 
demonstrate frame accurate synchronization of multiple 
heterogeneous media sources as discussed in the next section. 


V. PROOF OF CONCEPT 


In order to test the proposed solution, a test bed has been 
developed that demonstrates frame-accurate synchronization of  
heterogeneous media on a single device using a timeline-based 
synchronization mechanism. This test bed uses the Linux 
GStreamer framework [23], a element-based multimedia 
rendering and processing framework. A number of related and 
synchronized media content files in different file formats have 
been created: two video files  one containing a synchronized 
audio track) and a picture-in-picture video stream. Each media 
stream has synchronized timeline information embedded within 
it. 


By default, the GStreamer framework does not support 
timeline synchronization. Therefore, the standard transport 
stream demultiplexer has been extended in order to support the 
extraction of the embedded timeline data. Additionally, a 


custom element has been developed which allows for 
synchronization of multiple media streams by modifying 
GStreamer internal timestamp values according to the timeline 
data which is signaled on the GStreamer communication bus 
using messaging events [24]. 


A. How it works 


Within the GStreamer platform, a string of elements allows 
for the parallel rendering of different media sources like a DVB 
stream, HTTP Live Streaming stream, MPEG-DASH stream or 
local file. Each element is added to a single pipeline which 
provides a common clock to all elements. This new element, in 
combination with a PTS for each media frame derived from 
each streams, allows for precise timing of media presentation. 


To demonstrate the effective frame-accurate 
synchronisation of different media files with unrelated 
PCR/PTS values but related timelines, a pipeline has been 
constructed using two file sources and one MPEG-DASG 
source. The use of an MPEG-DASH source requires the use of 
a buffer to account for network delay and jitter, and to prevent 
buffer overflows and underflows (e.g. frame drops).  


The synchronizer element is included for each media 
stream. Synchronization functionality can be enabled and 
disabled and additional offset (in number of frames) can be 
added as well. 


B. Evaluation 


The pipeline is ran on a laptop. Local files are stored on the 
hard drive of that laptop while the remote DASH stream is 
stored on a remote network server. The resulting video is 
rendered on an HDTV connected to the laptop via the HDMI 
interface. 


Because it is difficult to show frame accurate 
synchronization in a still picture, one video has been cut in a 
left and right part. PCR/PTS values have been changed 
manually within these two files, while synchronized timeline 
information was added. Playing both files in the same renderer 
window next to each other will immediately show if both 
streams are synchronized. 


When the pipeline is started, first some initial buffering is 
noticed. This is to be expected since one internet stream is 
requested. The local files are paused until sufficient data is 
retrieved from the remote host to start rendering all streams. By 
default, the synchronization mechanism is enabled and the 
synchronization element checks each passing media unit for its 
timeline value and adjusts the PTS accordingly. This results in 
frame accurate synchronized playback of multiple 
heterogeneous media sources. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the left 
and right part of the main video are synchronized, e.g. no 
visual distortion can be noticed. Additionally, multiple test 
subjects did not notice any lip-sync issues. 


When disabling the synchronization module for one of the 
streams, desynchronisation can be noticed immediately. In Fig. 
6, the synchronization module has been disabled for the right 
main video. Visual distortion can be noticed at the line of 
intersection of both files in the middle of Fig. 6. The  picture in 
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picture video feed are still synchronized to the left part of the 
main video. 


VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 


In this study, we investigated frame accurate 
synchronization of heterogeneous media sources in an HBB 
context. By using the content agnostic concept of timeline 
synchronization, we were able to demonstrate frame accurate 
synchronization of multiple audio and video feeds, stored both 
locally and remotely using the MPEG-DASH streaming 
technology.  The synchronization algorithm has been 
implemented in the open source GStreamer framework as an 
additional element and custom transport stream demultiplexer. 


Within the context of HbbTV, two different media 
synchronization approaches have been studied: 1. 
synchronization based on common PCR clocks and 2. 
synchronization based on a common timeline. The main 
advantage of using a common PCR clock is that it is already 
widely used for local inter-media synchronization. It therefore 
does not require any modification at the provider or client side, 
other than that a common clock is available at the provider 
side. Important downside is that the PCR/PTS values ten to 
break due to remultiplexing operations between provider and 
client, breaking the synchronization in case the media streams 
arrive via different routes. Furthermore, a synchronized 
encoder clock is required. 


On the other hand, timeline data is encapsulated into a 
separate elementary stream and adds absolute timing 
information to the media streams, allowing for the 
synchronization of metadata and on-demand media streams 
which normally lack synchronization information.  This does, 
however, require modifications at both the provider and client 
side. Important advantage is that the timeline synchronization 
data does not break because of remultiplexing operations in the 
delivery path between provider and client.  


Three content creation scenarios have been analyzed. 
Synchronization of heterogeneous media sources can be 
achieved with PCR/PTS synchronization when all content is 
created by a one party (e.g. the 1st party scenario), provided 
that a common clock is available. The same applies for the 2nd 
party scenario, having a high resolution common clock on 
distributed locations using for example NTP, GPS or PTP. 
When synchronization of multiple media sources from third 


parties is required, the use of timeline data is recommended. 
Being media container and transport protocol independent, it 
can provide clock synchrony for any content. However, it 
requires customizations at both the encoder and decoder side of 
the play out network. 


A. Future work 


This study has shown frame accurate synchronization of 
heterogeneous sources on a single device. In our future study, 
we intend to investigate frame accurate synchronization of 
heterogeneous sources in a multi device (e.g. second screen) 
environment and inter destination environment. Furthermore, 
we are looking into embedding timeline information in non-
audio/video content in real time. Currently, we tested linear 
play back of media sources. In a future study we plan to 
investigate trick play and synchronized video on demand 
services as well with different encoding schemes like H.264 
and containers like MP4. Additionally, we plan to release the 
relevant source code to the GStreamer community. 
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Abstract— Synchronization is an essential part of any application 


that involves multimedia. In the most basic sense, 


synchronization is needed in any played back media (or likewise, 


streamed media) for comprehensiveness and a comfortable and 


natural perception. This refers to displaying the video frames in 


the correct time order and also playing the associated audio in a 


time-aligned fashion with respect to its video component. Hence, 


synchronization is an aspect that is tightly coupled with time. 


Ongoing technological advancements in content capturing, 


coding and transmission, as well as display technologies paved 


the way towards realising more interactive and immersive 


multimedia applications, including broadcast services. 


Accordingly, the dimensions of those services that need the 


incorporation of synchronisation aspects at different levels have 


increased. This paper is devoted to describe those various 


dimensions in a number of multi-view entertainment media 


distribution frameworks that have been targeted in two recent 


European Commission (EC) funded projects, called DIOMEDES 


and ROMEO. This paper also outlines the methods how the 


various synchronization issues are tackled in those projects. 


Keywords– multimedia synchronization; 3D multimedia; hybrid 


delivery; heterogeneous networks  


I. INTRODUCTION 


Traditionally, synchronization refers to the temporal 
relations existing between the different objects in a multimedia 
representation, as well as inside a multimedia object itself. 
These multimedia objects are time-dependent, unlike other 
kind of information sources, such as still images and textual 
information. For instance, television signals that we receive 
everyday are a good example, as they comprise synchronized 
visual information as a sequence of video frames with the 
corresponding acoustical information, both of which are 
aligned with each other. However, the synchronization concept 
does not only refer to the timely aligned play back of separate 
media objects in harmony. In order to facilitate timely aligned 
play back of media, synchronization needs to be addressed at 
various stages within an end-to-end media delivery and 
consumption chain. This need is basically a result of the 
constraints brought up by the underlying network 
infrastructure, real-time requirements of the application, as well 
as the hardware system utilized in the process (e.g., memory, 


processing speed, etc.). In a survey conducted on media 
synchronization [1], the notion of synchronization in 
multimedia systems is considered as a combination of various 
criteria, which involve the type of media (i.e., whether it is 
time-dependent or not), number of concurrent media objects, 
and the level of integration of various media objects. 
Accordingly, a multimedia system has been defined as an 
application that supports the integrated processing of several 
media objects [1].  


Multi-view based immersive 3D experiences combine 
depth perception in a scene with an ability of freely changing 
the desired viewpoint by means of either eye/head position 
tracking or a personal control unit (e.g., a joystick). 3D tele-
immersive visual systems have also been recently researched 
[2]. The reconstructed visual environment is accompanied by 
the rendered spatial audio, which aims to localize the sound 
sources in a spatial alignment with the visual objects in the 
scene. This refers to another dimension of synchronization, i.e., 
spatial synchronization of audio and video objects in the 
reconstructed audio-visual scene (audio-video spatial 
congruency), which needs to be ensured. In two recent 
collaborative European Commission (EC) funded projects, 
namely DIOMEDES (Distribution of Multi-View Environment 
using Content-Aware Delivery Systems) and ROMEO 
(Remote Collaborative Real-Time Multimedia Experience over 
the Future Internet), the distribution of multi-view 3D 
entertainment media is addressed, where all stages of the 
underlying end-to-end chain are addressed. A brief overview of 
both projects’ system architectures is provided in the 
subsequent section. One of the distinct features that both 
projects have is that both of them aim at utilizing two separate 
content delivery networks in a harmonious hybrid fashion, such 
that part of the compressed streaming media is delivered 
through one of the networks and the rest through the other. 
These networks are DVB-T2 and the Internet, which are 
independent from each other in terms of interconnectivity. 
Thus, it is essential that time-wise synchronicity between the 
multimedia sub-streams delivered over two independent 
distribution media is maintained. Besides, in a remote 
collaborative 3D media enjoyment scenario, it needs to be 
ensured that media are played back at the same or with 
negligible (unperceivable) time difference, in all involved 


The work presented in this paper was developed partly by the DIOMEDES 
(grant number: 247996) and ROMEO (grant number: 287896) projects, which 


were funded under the EC FP7 ICT collaborative research programme. 
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parties’ display sets. This requires the synchronization of 
multiple collaborators in addition to the synchronization of the 
multimedia complex within itself. 


The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section II, 
a brief overview of both projects is provided, with an emphasis 
on the synchronization requirements arisen by the deployed 
system architectures. In Section III, the novel methodologies 
applied in those projects to tackle the synchronization at 
various stages of the end-to-end delivery chain are described. 
Finally, Section IV summarizes the paper. 


II. OVERVIEW OF DIOMEDES AND ROMEO 


This section briefly outlines the system architectures of the 
DIOMEDES and ROMEO projects. 


A. DIOMEDES system architecture 


An overview of the server and client architectures 
developed in the DIOMEDES project is shown in Figure 1 [3]. 
The projects aims is to capture multi-view content and multi-
channel audio, compress them in a scalable manner, transmit 
them to clients through both the DVB-T2 aerial link (only part 
of the compressed bit-stream) and a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay 
network over the Internet, and allow the users to render the 3D 
audio-visual scene in real-time with high quality and in a 
synchronous way. In order to facilitate efficient bandwidth 
adaptation, multiple camera views are encoded using the 
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension of the MPEG-4/H.264 
Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard. DVB standard 
mandates the use of MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) 
encapsulation of encoded 3D multimedia. MPEG-2 TS 
specifies a container format that encapsulates multiple 
packetized elementary streams (i.e., scalable view layers, depth 
maps, and multi-channel audio) with stream synchronization 
features for maintaining transmission integrity. To facilitate 
inter-stream association by overcoming the burden of parsing 
the headers of different types of container formats, MPEG-2 
TS is also fed into the P2P overlay network. On the other hand, 


previous research has shown that using MPEG-2 TS over the 
Internet based packet video communications is not optimum in 
terms of bandwidth utilization, compared to native Real-time 
Transport Protocol (RTP) streaming [4]. Nevertheless, it 
should be noted that in a purely Internet based video delivery 
architecture, there is not such a concern as associating the 
delivered video packets time-wise with the video packets 
delivered through another independent network. The 3D 
content server stores the compressed and MPEG-2 TS 
multiplexed multi-view plus depth and multi-channel audio 
content. A security server is deployed to prevent unauthorized 
streaming of the stored content. The DVB-T2 play-out server is 
fed with the AVC-compatible base layer stream of the 
stereoscopic camera pair (i.e., the stereo baseline, as seen in the 
centre of the 4-camera set shown in Figure 1). The transport 
streams of the remaining cameras and depth maps are 
packetized into encrypted, variable size, and fixed duration 
units, called chunks, which hold extra data in their 
corresponding headers including time reference (inferred from 
the underlying TS packets) and an authentication key. They are 
fetched by peers to get disseminated over a P2P overlay as 
necessary. 


The P2P scheme utilized in the project is pull-based, where 
peers are organized in a mesh structure. Peers have the ability 
to track the activities of other peers in the swarm, and a chunk 
selection and scheduling mechanism runs in each peer. The 
chunk scheduling mechanism is guided by a content and 
context driven adaptation decision engine. Context is defined 
by the users’ current desired viewpoint, whereas the stream 
content is appended with Quality of Experience (QoE) related 
metadata. At times of bandwidth scarcity, the P2P streaming 
engine discards some of the sub-multimedia streams (e.g., 
viewpoints or quality enhancement layers) based on the stream 
priority list generated by the adaptation decision engine. The 
P2P streaming engine sends the received chunks to the 
authentication and decryption block, which then forwards the 
payload of the decrypted chunks (i.e., TS packets) to a 
synchronizing buffer. The synchronizing buffer has two inputs, 


Figure 1. System building blocks for the DIOMEDES server and client architectures 
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one for the incoming TS packets from the DVB-T2 receiver 


and the other for the forwarded TS packets from the P2P 
gateway. The synchronizing buffer maintains a separate buffer 
for each received sub-multimedia bit-stream in order to 
compensate for inter-arrival time differences and feeds them to 
the media player units accordingly. 


B. ROMEO system architecture 


The end-to-end system that is developed in ROMEO 
project [5] has conceptual similarities with that of the 
DIOMEDES project. An overview of the ROMEO system is 
illustrated in Figure 2. The main similarity is the way the multi-
view captured video accompanied by the multi-channel audio 
are delivered to users over a hybrid distribution path, which 
comprises both the DVB-T2 link and the Internet. The Internet 
video delivery is realized on a P2P overlay network. However, 
there are also some significant differences between the target 
application scenarios and building blocks of both projects. The 
first one of them is that mobile peers addressed in ROMEO are 
also a part of the P2P swarm unlike in DIOMEDES, where all 
users are fixed with wired broadband connection. Multiple 
mobile access networks, such as Wi-Fi (as denoted with 
wireless hotspot in Figure 2) and 3G/ LTE, are also considered 
to serve mobile users. Mobile users with their limited 
processing capability terminals, varying channel conditions, 
and multiple network access interfaces have a big impact on 
the design of the end-to-end content delivery system. The 
system should be able to offer these users a smooth stream 
either by offering the best network available or using different 
networks simultaneously. Second, in DIOMEDES, users enjoy 
the broadcast multi-view content individually. On the other 
hand, in ROMEO it is aimed at allowing multiple users to 
enjoy the broadcast multi-view content “collaboratively”, 
where users watch the content simultaneously while 
communicating with each other over a separate audio-visual 
communication overlay. Thus, synchronization of users in 
addition to the synchronization of all time-dependent 
multimedia objects delivered to a particular user is essential, as 


the users are expected to communicate with each other 
commenting on an ongoing broadcast event simultaneously. 


Different from the P2P video packet dissemination strategy 
applied in DIOMEDES, the P2P strategy in ROMEO is based 
on a multicast multi-tree architecture, where the special 
transmission units (i.e., chunks) of the quality layers of 
multiple views are distributed over separate pre-computed 
trees. The reason is that the peer collaboration facility of 
ROMEO imposes strict peer synchronization requirements to 
the P2P structure. Keeping this point in mind, tree-based 
structure is evaluated as the best candidate for the ROMEO 
architecture due to the more deterministic behavior of the tree 
systems compared to the mesh-based ones. A centralized 
network topology building mechanism is responsible for 
creating and regularly updating the multi-tree structure, based 
on the network activity information it collects from the 
participating collaborator peers. Accordingly, malfunctioning 
inter-peer links can be inherently inferred and updated, so that 
the multi-tree structure avoids utilizing the corresponding link 
until it is healed. Additionally, a scalable multiple-description 
coding scheme is adopted to further increase the delivery 
system’s robustness against peer churns or mobile access 
networks’ packet failures. Thus, it is the description packets 
effectively distributed through the multiple trees. 


III. APPLIED SYNCHRONIZATION MECHANISMS 


 In DIOMEDES, there are three major steps, in which 
synchronization is essential: (i) synchronization of the captured 
multi-view video and object based audio, (ii) synchronization 
of the hybrid delivery path (i.e., streams delivered through 
DVB-T2 and P2P/IP), and (iii) synchronization of audio and 
video players. Capturing and recording units for audio and 
video were independent from each other. The synchronization 
with simultaneous video and audio recordings has been 
achieved during recording using timestamps with common 
time code formats (e.g. SMPTE 12M Timecode - LTC). In 
order to facilitate spatially aligned rendering, the scene 
geometry is also recorded, where the approximate distances of 
individually recorded audio objects as well as the multi-camera 
geometry are noted and reflected in the content metadata. The 
content metadata arrives at the client terminals’ media players 
ahead of the compressed streams to correctly configure the 
rendering units. The clock reference and time stamps of all 
streams (inc. audio and video) originate from the same system 
time clock. The timing information (PCR) is contained within 
the DVB stream, and is used as a reference time to the User 
Terminal clock. The PCR provides a clock with a resolution of 
27MHz and an accuracy of 500ns. The synchronization block 
reconstructs the clock using the PCR from the DVB transport 
stream. The reconstructed clock is streamed to the audio and 
video players. DVB streams are delayed in the buffer, to allow 
the parallel P2P delivered streams have enough time to arrive. 
The reconstructed PCR clock should be delayed more than the 
buffer delay time. This method allows the video and audio 
players to receive the compressed streams before they should 
be played back according to the presentation time stamp. The 
P2P engine receives periodic PCR updates from the 
synchronization block. In this way, the P2P streaming engine 
can find the adequate chunk to start from for scheduling and 


Figure 2. System overview diagram of ROMEO 
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downloading. As aforementioned, each chunk carries the 
reference time information in its header inherited from the 
payload it contains, i.e., the transport stream. Once the PCR 
update is received, the P2P engine first checks if it is falling 
behind the schedule or not, with respect to the ongoing DVB 
broadcast. If the IP delivery is ahead of the DVB delivery, then 
no further steps are taken. But in the opposite case, the P2P 
engine tries to estimate the next chunk it should download “on 
time” using two parameters: the bit-rate of the content and 
instantaneous monitored download rate. In the conducted tests, 
the user tunes in to the on-going DVB-T broadcast and P2P 
streaming engine tries to catch it by synchronizing its chunk 
scheduling accordingly. The time that elapses until the P2P 
streaming engine starts delivering all permitted quality layers 
of all views in timely alignment with DVB-T delivery is 
measured. Four geographically distributed peers and a common 
content server have been used in the tests (server and two peers 
in Germany, one peer in the UK and one peer in Turkey). After 
several repetitions, the tests results have shown that the 
synchronization performance is directly linked to the network 
bandwidth capacity. In the tests, the download capacity of the 
traced peer with DVB-T connection is artificially constrained 
to x2, x1.5 and x1.2 times of that of the total multi-layer multi-
view content bit-rate. When the average download capacity is 
sufficiently high (e.g., two times more than the average content 
bit-rate), the average time it takes to catch the on-going DVB-T 
stream is found to be ~5.5 seconds. On the other hand, it 
reaches ~10 seconds if the average download capacity is close 
to the content bit-rate (e.g., 1.2 times the average content bit-
rate). On the other hand, according to the deployed adaptation 
rules, the P2P streaming engine attempts to start downloading 
the base quality layers’ chunks first. In the conducted tests, the 
average time elapsed until the full retrieval of base layer 
chunks of all views (excluding the stereoscopic view delivered 
through DVB-T) was found to be under one second (i.e., 
almost instantaneously). Therefore, the user can start 
experiencing the content in multi-view in a very short time 
after tuning in to the P2P broadcast content. 


A dedicated transport stream with a pre-specified Program 
ID (PID), containing only the current PCR is used as the 
synchronization mechanism for the audio and video players. 
The synchronization block sends this stream to both players. 
PCR is interpreted by both as the correct time, at which the 
audio and video renderers play back the frames with the 
corresponding presentation time stamp. Thus, the 
synchronization block has to send the compressed multimedia 
streams early enough to allow sufficient decoding time in the 
media players. 


Very similar to DIOMEDES, in the ROMEO platform, the 
stream synchronization module synchronizes the incoming 
content, received through the DVB-T2 and P2P networks, 
effectively referring to their embedded time-stamps and 
metadata. To adapt to the varying P2P network conditions, 
ROMEO develops an adaptive stream buffering, which is 
highly dependent on the buffering capabilities of the end-users, 
applied P2P overlay topology, and media encoding and 
packetizing techniques. The buffer adaptation mechanism is 


initiated by an audio-visual adaptation block in cases of buffer 
under-run and over-run. The audio-visual adaptation block is 
the only module that is responsible for making the adaptation 
decisions. In the ROMEO platform, the adaptation decision 
block is in charge of deciding to discard some of the quality 
enhancement layers of various camera views, or even some of 
the camera views as a whole, depending on the prevailing 
bandwidth conditions. In addition, with the help of redundant 
paths in multiple multicast tree overlay, this block may request 
to change the path from the centralized topology builder. In this 
sense, the adaptation of the end users’ stream synchronization 
blocks against changing network conditions is highly 
dependent on the adaptation decision engine. 


The ROMEO project started in the last quarter of 2011 with 
duration of three years. A majority of the intended objectives 
are currently under active research, including the inter-peer 
synchronization (i.e., synchronizing the collaborating peers for 
simultaneous enjoyment of the broadcast media) and its 
interrelations with the concurrently running audio-visual 
communication overlay. More detailed technical solutions to 
tackle this additional dimension of the synchronization 
problem in the proposed immersive 3D media application 
platform will be provided in the upcoming public deliverables 
that will be made available through the project website. 


IV. SUMMARY 


This paper has provided an overview of the system 
architectures of two recently conducted EC funded 
collaborative research projects, namely DIOMEDES and 
ROMEO, with an emphasis on the underlying synchronization 
requirements at different stages. Accordingly, a summary of 
the mechanisms to maintain the synchronicity at various stages 
in both projects is provided. Since ROMEO is still an active 
project, more elaborate research results regarding the 
synchronization aspects described in this paper will be further 
published in later phases of the project. 
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Abstract—Current technological advances are resulting in a 


complex media ecosystem, in which streaming media can reach a 
variety of end-devices using a heterogeneous set of delivery 
methods. Such development allows ubiquitous media 
consumption, but comes at a cost: interoperability. While users 
can now consume content whenever they want and wherever they 
are, their alternatives for interacting with others, while watching, 
are limited. Due to incompatibility issues between different 
delivery methods and end-devices, shared media experiences 
across locations are not yet a commonplace. Looking ahead to the 
future, this paper identifies key issues for enabling truly remote 
shared experiences (cross-location watching of media, 3D tele-
immersion) in a consistent/synchronous way. In particular, it 
details future challenges for achieving distributed media 
synchronization across disjoint users using heterogeneous 
networking technologies and end-devices. 


Index Terms— IDMS, Inter-destination Media 
Synchronization, IDES, Inter-device Synchronization, 
multimedia synchronization 


I. INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF HETEROGENEITY 
In the last years we are witnessing a proliferation of media 


delivery methods. Media consumption is becoming ubiquitous 
as xDSL rollouts progress, new generation wireless networks 
are developed, and deployment of fiber networks into the 
ground is becoming a reality. Individual consumption of 
media is becoming easier than ever before, and soon broadcast 
and broadband services will converge. Nevertheless, the 
interactivity capabilities of the users have not evolved from 
the traditional remote control model (start, play, pause, stop). 
Acknowledging substantial improvements on personal media 
consumption, it is disappointing to see the small advances on 
(remote) group media consumption. 


This article focuses on emerging (remote) group 
consumption of media content, with particular interest on one 
key technological enabler: distributed media synchronization. 
It identifies a number of challenges ahead, including, diversity 
of networks and end-devices, variety of media sources and 
media types, and current possibilities for cloud computing 
(e.g., for transcoding). The final intention of this article is to 


pave the way for the future, so novel synchronized media 
services can emerge. 


Lately, media delivery protocols and formats have 
evolved, making ubiquitous video consumption a reality. 
Some approaches aim at digital broadcasting (e.g., DVB or 
DAB), while others are intended for improving media 
streaming in the Internet (e.g., progressive download). In the 
second cluster some current solutions include plain Real Time 
Messaging Protocol (RTMP) based on TCP and HTTP 
streaming; RTMP and HTTP Dynamic Streaming; and live 
streaming using RTSP/RTP (Real-Time Streaming Protocol/ 
Real-time Transport Protocol), RTMP, HTTP, and RTMFP 
(Real-Time Media Flow Protocol) based on UDP. In addition, 
there are a number of proprietary delivery methods such as 
Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming, Microsoft’s Smooth 
Streaming, etc. Existing platforms do not fully support the 
synchronization of media streams that are delivered over 
different distribution networks due to interoperability issues 
(e.g., codecs, transport protocol). 


Apart from the diversity on delivery networks, the media 
viewing experience is becoming richer than before due to the 
variety of media sources and media types. Currently, there are 
an increasing number of end-devices that support all kind of 
media content (audio, video, and 3D models). Moreover, users 
have the opportunity to choose among different media sources 
that can stream such content. These developments bring new 
challenges regarding media synchronization in terms of inter-
stream (different streams or media types coming from 
different sources) and inter-destination (as different end-
devices might process media in different manners). At the 
same time, as end-devices in the same physical location 
cooperate, inter-device synchronization will also be needed. 
For example, multi-screen experiences at home require the 
synchronization of media content between the television set 
and the mobile device (e.g., extra views of a given television 
program in the mobile device) [1]. 


Cloud computing can play an important role on media 
processing. Mature server and networking virtualization 
technologies can help in offloading media processing from 
mobile end-devices to the cloud. This allows for better 
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multimedia support on low processing and computational 
power end-devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets). Some 
examples include in-video subtitling, content scaling, video 
transcoding and picture-in-picture [2]. While the cloud opens 
new opportunities, the effect on synchronization has still to be 
further evaluated. 


This paper discusses in detail the three different upcoming 
challenges (networking, sources and end-devices, and cloud 
computing) for enabling (remote) shared experiences. In 
particular, the article focuses on distributed media 
synchronization (i.e. inter-stream, inter-destination [3] and 
inter-device synchronization), as an essential factor for a good 
quality of experience (QoE). Purposely, other issues such as 
universal session handling, scalability, presence awareness, 
and privacy concerns [4] are considered out of scope of this 
work. 


II. CHALLENGES IN MULTIMEDIA SYNCHRONIZATION 
Due to the increased relevancy that IDMS is acquiring for 


supporting shared experiences, several works in the past have 
addressed this topic. Some illustrative articles discuss a 
number of use cases [3], propose qualitative comparisons 
between synchronization solutions [5], and report on working 
prototype implementations ([6], [7], [8], [9]). Moreover, 
standardization of IDMS has been pursued within ETSI 
TISPAN [10] and it is currently a milestone for the IETF 
AVTCORE WG [11] (but only for those cases in which RTP 
is used as the transport protocol). Recognizing the importance 
of these previous works on the design, definition and 
classification on IDMS, here some future challenges are 
highlighted based on three key issues: delivery protocols, end-
devices, and the alternative of offloading processing power to 
the cloud. 


A. Delivery Protocol 
Recent experiments have demonstrated that different 


delivery technologies cause different end-to-end delays. 
Measurements show synchronization differences of up to 6 
seconds for Internet-based video watching (including P2P) 
and of up to 5 seconds for TV-based reception [12]. Such 
delays might become annoying when watching sports at home 
(assuming thin walls or open windows), but they are 
unacceptable for (remote) group media watching scenarios. 
First subjective experiments indicate that a playout difference 
of over 2 seconds will not be acceptable for distributed 
consumption of media content [13]. 


One key challenge for the future is the development of 
mechanisms for accurate synchronization of media content at 
the receiver side, independently of the delivery protocol in 
use. This will become particularly important in convergent 
broadcast/broadband applications. HbbTV [14] can be used 
here as an example of such convergence and its associated 
synchronization challenges, as it is a new standard that aims to 
provide convergent broadcast/broadband services. However, 
synchronization in HbbTV is challenging and inaccurate, as it 
is based on DVB stream events. There are two main problems 
with this solution. First, stream events can incur on delays of 
one or two seconds, so frame accuracy is not possible. Second, 


set-top boxes are programmed to react to the first stream 
event, ignoring the following ones, so re-synchronization 
becomes difficult to implement. In general, this solution 
cannot be considered to be precise enough for advanced 
synchronization requirements like lip-sync, sub-titles or 
frame-accurate video synchronization.  


In particular, there are a number of challenges for 
achieving synchronization in convergent broadcast/broadband 
environments (as identified by the HbbTV-Next1 European 
project) [1]: 
• Different protocols have different feedback mechanisms 


and timing models. 
• Media streams from different sources and/or over 


different transport channels have different transmission 
delays and jitter. Also varying de-packaging processing 
leads to different processing delays. 


• The content delivery nature may be different. Whereas 
one stream is delivered continuously as a DVB broadcast 
or IP multicast, another may be transmitted on demand. 


In general, convergent scenarios impose a number of 
challenges in terms of inter-stream synchronization (as 
services are composed at the receiver side) and of inter-
destination synchronization (in remote shared experiences). 
Due to the lack of interoperability between protocols (e.g., 
HTTP DASH uses a different paradigm than DVB) and the 
different delays that can be accumulated when using each one 
of them, (streaming) protocol independent synchronization 
solutions are required. Such future solutions can affect media 
rendering at the receiving side, independently of the protocol 
used, even more if the requirement is to synchronize streams 
originated from multiple remote sources. 


B. Inter-Device Synchronization 
Multiple screen multitasking is a reality. On the one hand, 


a tablet study by the Online Publishers Association2 reveals 
that second-screen multitasking (85% of the time) — and even 
third-screen multitasking (66% of the time) — is a natural 
phenomenon with the tablet. Likewise, studies on the US 
market3 reveal that up to 70% of the people are using auxiliary 
IP-ready end-devices while watching regular TV. While most 
multitasking is not directly related to the TV content, around 
30% of the users actively search for related information (e.g., 
via Wikipedia). These facts underline the future importance of 
well-integrated multiple screen services, which will have to be 
synchronized with the content being shown in the main screen.   


Inter-Device Synchronization (IDES) focuses on the 
synchronization of different streams on multiple end-devices 
at a single user side. For example, when a single source of 
multimedia content is distributed to multiple playout devices, 
the audio and video content require synchronous playout for 
multi-channel stereo sound and lip-sync, and video content 


                                                           
1http://www.hbb-next.eu 
2http://onlinepubs.ehclients.com/images/pdf/MMF-OPA_--


_Portrait_of_Tablet_User-Wave_2_--_Jun12_%28Public%29.pdf 
3Synchronized Second-Screen technologies panorama, November 15. 


2011, http://blog.eltrovemo.com/529/ 
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can also be transferred between end-devices’ screens. Other 
examples are community gaming around TV content on a 
second screen, rating systems for talent shows and live 
interactive quiz shows.  


IDES may also be seen as a superset of IDMS, as it 
generally implies synchronization efforts on different end-
devices (forming a group), eventually of different types and 
classes. Unlike IDMS, in which the challenge focuses on 
compensating long, global delays, without having a local 
timeline available to synchronize content, the main challenge 
in IDES is on satisfying consumers in a common space during 
a joint media event with different end-devices involved. In 
such situation, users may visually compare performance, and 
hence synchronization requirements become stricter. In 
practice, recent research studies regarding IDES show that the 
delay between two synchronized video streams should not 
exceed 15 milliseconds [15]. 


Google TV, Yahoo Connected TV and Microsoft 
SmartGlass provide platforms for application developers to 
create second-screen experiences. They all recognize that one 
of the biggest problems of second-screen experiences is 
synchronization. Some IDES techniques include Automatic 
Content Recognition or ACR (e.g., fingerprinting and 
watermarking techniques), Wi-Fi communications, manual-
sync (user actions), adding timelines as a separate content to 
both MPEG-2 and IP-based content delivery paths ([16]) or 
the use of BD-Live-sync [17] (it enables end-devices sharing 
time-sync codes with one another over the LAN). At present, 
there exist some commercial applications such as Nielsen 
Media Sync Platform4 using watermarking; Civolution 
Videosync5, Myspace6 , ConnectTV7 and the Yahoo Audio-
Sync Engine IntoNow8 using fingerprinting; and Disney 
second screen app including audio-sync (fingerprinting), 
manual-sync (user actions) and/or BD-Live-sync. 


The upcoming challenge is to provide non-proprietary 
solutions that can work across delivery networks, end-devices, 
and types of media. Synchronization of user end-devices in a 
local environment should not depend on a centralized, 
ubiquitous server, as it is often applied in IDMS. Involved 
end-devices should be able to synchronize media between 
them on their own, by employing a distributed scheme. The 
synchronization effort should provide a smooth transition 
between the end-devices, trigger the TV display by user events 
on the mobile end-device without too much delay, or allow the 
exchange of services and user’s events between end-devices 
with minimum, and thus unnoticeable, delays. Some other 
issues that are still open are the communication protocol 
among end-devices in the same domain, and also among end-
devices in different domains, session mobility and viewers’ 
annotations [18]. 


                                                           
4 http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/online_mobile/nielsen-and-abcs-


innovative-ipad-app-connects-new-generation-of-viewers/ 
5 http://www.civolution.com/syncnow/ 
6 http://www.myspace.com 
7 http://www.connectv.com 
8 http://www.intonow.com 


C. Cloud offloading 
Cloud offloading is becoming a popular technology for 


media processing, particularly for content intended to mobile 
devices. While such alternative has the benefit of providing 
support to a heterogeneous set of end-devices (as content can 
be prepared for them), it comes with a number of challenges. 
In terms of synchronization, the main challenges include the 
extra media processing delay and scalability.  


Cloud offloading should provide a central control point for 
the service provider to control the QoE perceived by the end 
users and provide homogeneous services across heterogeneous 
clients and end-devices, content, networks and protocols. 
Unfortunately, media processing in the cloud adds extra delay 
that can negatively affect distributed media synchronization 
(inter-stream synchronization, IDMS and IDES). This problem 
will be emphasized when media content follow different 
paths: some streams are live (broadcast), others are 
downloaded, and others need of cloud processes. There are 
some approaches that can be adopted to address this problem 
(processing delays). For example, intelligent scheduling of 
tasks in the cloud can be applied and network conditions 
measurements can be used for optimizing such processes.  


Scalability is another important issue when using cloud 
offloading. The cloud offloading mechanisms must scale with 
the number of users in the system without significantly 
increasing the cost to the service provider. This is of particular 
concern since almost any type of video processing can only be 
accomplished by working with raw audio and video streams. 
This means that video and audio streams have to be decoded, 
processed, and then re-encoded. One possible way to keep 
processing costs in check is to detect duplicate processing tasks 
requested on multiple clients and then replicate the output of 
one processing pipeline to all the multiple requesting clients. 
This poses challenges of duplicate detection and appropriate 
duplication of outputs across multiple clients without losing the 
one-to-one interactive capabilities of the applications. Another 
approach to this problem would be to accurately ascertain the 
end-device capabilities and share the processing burden 
between the cloud and the end-device. 


III. CONCLUSION 
This paper details upcoming challenges for achieving 


distributed media synchronization in novel group media 
sharing scenarios. In particular, it focuses on three main 
challenges due to the various network protocols used 
(incompatibility between them and different delays between 
them), the end-device (and potential synchronization between 
different end-devices at the same or remote locations), and the 
possibility of offloading media processes to the cloud. 


Currently, existing distribution technologies do not handle 
the distributed media synchronization problem in an optimal 
way. As delay variability exits, it becomes a problematic 
barrier for offering interaction between users in different 
locations synchronously watching the same piece of content. 
Further research on devising network-independent, adaptive, 
flexible, interactive, and scalable solutions is needed. 
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Moreover, there is a need to overcome other challenges 
regarding heterogeneity of consumer end-devices, cloud 
scalability (when the cloud is in the path of the media 
content), and real-time processing bottlenecks. Nevertheless, 
technical conditions for Inter-Device Synchronization or IDES 
might be easier to handle, since hybrid media streams must 
only be synchronized at the same end-device, which is mostly 
a home media environment. 


In any case, before novel solutions for distributed media 
synchronization are proposed and developed, there is a need to 
better understand the problem at hand. Currently, the exact 
ranges of asynchrony levels tolerable by users have not been 
sufficiently determined. Depending on the task at hand (e.g., 
chatting while watching content), it is assumed that different 
levels of de-synchronization will be acceptable [3]. While 
some initial experimentation has taken place ([19] and [13]), 
exhaustive subjective tests are needed in order to find out the 
acceptable bounds for each use case.  


Therefore, it can be concluded that further and intensive 
research on distributed media synchronization is needed in 
order to address a growing demand for (remote) media sharing 
experiences.  
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Keeping the User in Control:
“Synchronization” vs “Being in-sync”


Ishan Vaishnavi
Huawei European Research Center
Riesstrasse 25, Munich, Germany


Abstract—Media synchronization is an im-
portant part of the quality of experience of any
media session. Be it lip synchronization, intra-
media play out synchronization of distributed
synchronization in a Social TV session. The
position taken in this paper is that to provide
a good user experience with respect to media
synchronization it is important to keep the final
control in the hands of the user for his part
of the session. This position is partly based
on my personal experiences while performing
a set of user tests. The essential argument is
that perception of synchronization is a personal
taste and therefore a one solution that fits all
cannot always be applied. Instead, research
must focus on designing systems which are
bounded at some baseline of synchronization
while also providing non-intrusive controls to
the user to (fine) tune this level.


I. SYNCHRONIZED VS IN-SYNC


At home we have all often had arguments
with our families and friends on the level of
volume the TV should be set at. The choice
of the volume setting is extremely personal
and may be drastically distinct from person
to person even though they are in exactly the
same environment. In general, the personal
nature of the volume control maybe true for
all QoE parameters but in most cases the
differences maybe too small to matter. Further
research in human perception is required to
establish this as a fact. In this paper, I focus
on the special case media synchronization


in Social TV context where I believe that
this personalization of control is important.
My position is justified with the help of an
example motivated by the experiences of user
tests performed in [1].


The example includes a mother, Sara, and
her young daughter, Keira, are text chatting
while watching a quiz show. The mother is
a professional typist and the daughter is not
really into computers. This produces an stark
difference in the speed at which they respond
to events on the screen in the text chatting
case[1]. Sara never looks towards the key-
board while typing, so responses to questions
in the quiz show are instantaneous. Whereas
Keira has to type each letter individually and
slowly. Furthermore, the knowledge of Sara
surpasses that of Keira owing to age and
experience. This results in Keira feeling left
behind and Sara thinking she is ahead at
low levels of synchronization difference. Now
in case where Keira is viewing the content
significantly ahead of Sara will they feel “in
sync”. While this example may highlight a
somewhat “extreme” use case we can see
that there are human factors which may sig-
nificantly influence the feeling of being ”in
sync”. Other factors beyond the level of actual
synchronization such as, how their previous
experiences of watching it together in the
same physical room, the character of Sara
and Keira as well as the type of questions
(content) can influence this feeling. A pos-
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sible way of solving this problem would be,
like the volume level control, providing a syn-
chronization level control interface. However,
doing this for every QoE parameter would
over-burden the user.


The example highlights two issues: i) high
influence of a large number of environmental
parameters on the synchronization and ii) in-
dividuality of users. These factors are going to
be important in shaping the design of Social
TV (and other) applications with regards to
media synchronization. The recommendations
made in the next section are based on resolv-
ing these issues.


II. FUTURE IMPLICATIONS


The example in the previous section ex-
plains why the final control of modifying
the synchronization level must be left with
the user. The question that follows is: if the
synchronization control is left to the user what
should research in media synchronization fo-
cus on? In my opinion there are four aspects
of multimedia synchronization research for
the future:


• Providing an application specific base-
line synchronization: For each applica-
tion the user still needs to be provided
with some level of initial synchroniza-
tion bounded by a application-specific
baseline.


• Exposing the control interface for the
user to modify this level: The user should
then be allowed to modify the level of
synchronization to his individual taste.
For example, in the Social TV exam-
ple presented earlier, Keira feeling left
behind should be able to forward her
session to a desired level.


• Maintaining a constant level of syn-
chronization: Jitters introduced by var-
ious network factors render it difficult
to maintain a constant synchronization
level between the two users. Therefore,


even if the users can control the level
of synchronization difference this may
change over time, requiring the users
to re-adjust the levels. This must be
avoided. Future synchronization research
should look at how to keep this “jitter”
in the synchronization level within ac-
ceptable bounds. User tests are required
to find out what the acceptable bounds
for each application are.


• Providing non-intrusive control inter-
faces: If the user must fine tune ev-
ery QoE parameter then his experience
may quickly become cumbersome. Thus
the future research directions in media
synchronization as well as in QoE, in
general, should focus on automated sys-
tems to non-intrusively relieve the user
of this job while still providing him
full control if he needs it. This may
involve automatic detection of the user’s
level of (un)satisfaction and an auto re-
adjustment of parameters to meet that
satisfaction.


In practice some examples of simple user
control systems exist already. The implemen-
tation of the delay parameter in mplayer1 in
one such example. A positive value of the
delay advances the audio stream w.r.t. the
video whereas a negative value delays the
audio. Using this parameter users can achieve
the desired lip synchronization level. In this
case the codec provides a base line of lip
synchronization which is fine tuned by the
user to his taste. Furthermore, most gaming
applications already provide a myriad of user
modifiable parameters as well as game play-
out performance detectors to submerge the
user in his gaming experience. Similarly, fu-
ture applications in the media synchronization
context should focus on keeping the users
“in sync” over and above keeping the media


1http://www.mplayerhq.hu
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“synchronized”.


III. NOTE


This work represents the author’s personal
ideas. Most of it is a result of work that
was done when the author worked at CWI,
Amsterdam.
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Abstract — A promising feature brought along the progressive 


deployment of LTE concerns the increase of the uplink bandwidth. 


We focus in this paper on an innovative usage associated with this 


new capability and defined by the simultaneous transmission toward 


websites or distant spectators of live video caught through end user 


devices like smartphones, together with contextual data generated by 


the device. The contextual information may indeed be precious to the 


spectator for several reasons. On one side, this information cannot 


be deduced from the video images currently displayed. On the other 


side, being closely related to the live event currently displayed, 


context can be fruitfully exploited by the spectator to complete her 


understanding of what she is presently watching and to possibly 


interact with the filming person to influence the rest of the capture. 


The main property of this new feature can be expressed as a 


synchronization constraint between the video and the contextual 


data. Ensuring this property is challenging due to the presence of 


variable delays in the end-to-end path. We proposed in a previous 


work solution handling desynchronization between video and 


contextual data using restricted assumptions. In this paper, we tackle 


the general case relaxing all the restricted assumptions. 


 Keywords—Live video; Context; Real-time transmission; 


Synchronization. 


1.  INTRODUCTION 


Due to the modern day progressive deployment of LTE 


(Long Term Evolution) the mobile users will soon have 


accessibility to large bandwidths, with significant 


improvements in quality of experience (QoE) when receiving 


multimedia streams [1]. Another promising feature of LTE 


concerns with the increment of uplink bandwidth. This new 


capability will foster innovative usages, some of which are 


built around a basic enabler defined by the direct (or live) 


transmission towards websites or distant spectators, of live 


video caught through smartphones. These new generation 


devices are natively equipped with various chips and sensors 


providing high processing power and a large variety of 


information in real time. This information describing different 


parts of the actual state/environment of the associated device 


is usually known as the current context and may constitute a 


precious knowledge when articulated to a communication 


session [2]. The context may include users’ personal and 


environmental characteristics such as its location, acceleration, 


camera orientation, temperature, etc [3].  


In this paper, we consider the above enabler transmitting 


together with live video, some contextual data generated from 


the filming device. This data will be displayed to the spectator 


through various dedicated GUI (Graphical User Interface) 


embedded in a context player linked up to the video player. 


The spectator may therefore advantageously exploit during the 


live event, the contextual information of the cameraman to 


complete her knowledge of specific parts of the event and 


eventually interact with the sender. As a matter of fact the 


interest in adding to a video stream, data characterizing the 


context of the sender, rests on helping the spectator to 


improve her remote involvement in a live event. The brought 


information may indeed be precious to the spectator because it 


first cannot be deduced from the pictures currently displayed 


and secondly being closely related to the live event, it can be 


fruitfully exploited by the spectator to complete her 


understanding of what she is watching at present. 


To be pertinent and useful, it is clear that the context 


information must be temporally in phase with the associated 


video simultaneously received. Such a soundness constraint of 


this new feature can in fact be expressed as a synchronization 


requirement between the video and context data. This property 


together with other criteria like video continuity, low 


initialization delay and low play-out delay (i.e., “live” display 


of the video), is one of the key issues contributing to ensure 


the end-user QoE.  


We focus in this work on the analysis of the 


synchronization criterion between video and contextual data, 


called hereafter “video-context synchronization”. It refers to 


the fact that the relationship between context and video at 


presentation time, on the receiver play-out device, must match 


the relationship between context and video at capture time, on 


the sender device. The simplest way to solve the problem 


consists in delivering video and context bundled together. 


Such solution however precludes for example any 


differentiated treatment between the two media, during 


transport. It prevents moreover a receiver to get only the video 


if so desired. These drawbacks disappear when data is 


transmitted through the network in separate RTP (Real-time 


Transport protocol) streams [4], but in this case each one 


might experience different network delays. This increases the 
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probability for receiving and playing one flow ahead of the 


other which degrades the end-user QoE. 


Synchronization is one the fundamental issue of computer 


science raised from its first beginning with the scheduling of 


concurrent processes of operating systems. The progressive 


advent of network based computations extended this 


problematic to the ability to recreate on the receiving side of a 


communication, the temporal organization of the events 


occurring at the time of their sending. Even if this problem 


received in the past a lot of attention [5 - 8], it still constitutes 


an active area of research confirming by the way, that the “last 


word” has not yet been said. Beside the lip sync [9] which 


constituted during a good while the cornerstone use case, new 


situations regularly appear which instantiate under a new and 


original point of view the network synchronization problem 


leading to unexpected developments [10 - 15]. Video-Context 


synchronization is such a new issue feeding in an interesting 


way this problematic. It is worth mentioning here that, at our 


knowledge, it has never been identified before.  


The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 


describes use cases highlighting the importance of 


synchronizing the video with contextual data. Section 3 


presents the problem statement and the part of state of the art 


close to our problematic. Our main solution is explained in 


Section 4. Finally, we conclude our work with some future 


perspectives in Section 5.  


2. USE CASES 


In this section, we present two use cases pointing the 


benefits of the video-context synchronization in a real-time 


multimedia service.  


Use case 1: We consider one person filming an event with 


her smartphone and sending in real time to a distant spectator 


both the video and some contextual data. Figure 1 illustrates 


an example when this person is driving and the receiver can 


see her location and velocity vector in a map next to the video 


player. At instant t, the displayed context data should match to 


the sender environment when she caught the video image 


currently displayed. For instance, when the cameraman is 


crossing by the museum, the spectator should see the museum 


appearing in the video when the location of the cameraman is 


shown on the map near the museum.  


Contextual data is the appropriate mean to allow the 


spectator to anticipate the future position of the cameraman 


and then to interact with her to influence the way the rest of 


the event will be captured. For example, if the spectator wants 


the cameraman to slow down to have a better view of the 


museum, knowing her current position and speed enable the 


spectator to send in the right time a request before the 


cameraman actually passes by. Such service is very interesting 


for the end-user, but it is clear that its soundness is closely 


related to the synchronization between video and context. 


  


 


Figure 1: One person films an event 


Use case 2: We consider a musical event filmed by six 


persons with their smartphones. They transmit in real-time the 


video and some contextual data to a website. In receiver side, 


the contextual data such as the location of the filming persons 


and the smartphones orientation are used to depict a map of 


the event which can be displayed as indicated in Figure 2. 


This enables to select the video to be watched based on the 


characteristics of the environment around the cameraman.   


Again without video-context synchronization, the spectator 


quality of experience can be heavily impacted. Assume for 


example, that at instant t the person number 1 films the river 


but the map indicates that this person films the musician. 


Spectator selecting the video number 1 in order to watch the 


musician will be disappointed and have to navigate through all 


the available videos to find the desired one.  


 


Figure 2: Different persons film the same event 


3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 


3.1. The audio-video synchronization 


Synchronizing a video stream with an audio one can be 


seen as the paradigm of inter-stream synchronization [8]; it 


will thus help us to introduce the main concepts we will need 


in the rest of the paper. A general architecture of these 


existing systems is presented in Figure 3 [16][17]. 


  


 


Figure 3: End to end audio-video processing    
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During the data acquisition step, analog signals are 


captured and converted into digital format before to be passed 


to the compression. Then, the data is composed into RTP 


packets by the packetization step and is sent out to the 


network via network interface. At the receiver side, the data is 


first saved in a buffer (e.g., the video buffer) and later 


decompressed (via data decompression module) in order to be 


displayed on spectator’s screen.  


In general, synchronization between audio and video is 


ensured if the audio and video packets which have been 


generated at the same instant in sender side, are 


simultaneously displayed on the receiver device. The possible 


temporal gap in the alignment of the two streams at the 


receiver defines the skew between the two media. This notion 


allows to assess the desynchronization phenomenon appearing 


when the skew is not null (one stream plays ahead of the 


other), as shown in Figure 4. Its origin is generally due to the 


presence of routers and intermediate servers within the end-to-


end path.  


 


 
Figure 4: Example of a desynchronization phenomenon 


 


[19] provides a detailed study of the end user capability to 


detect harmful impacts of desynchronization on QoE. First, 


video ahead of audio appears as less of a problem than the 


reverse and secondly an absolute skew smaller (resp. greater) 


than 160 ms (resp. 320 ms) is harmless (resp. harmful) for 


QoE. The author identifies a double temporal area [-160,-80] 


and [80,160] called transient, in which the impact of the skew 


heavily depends on the experimental conditions. Mobile 


environment specificities (size of the image, distance of the 


user from the screen, video frame rate) don’t bring such 


results into question [20]. This set of temporal skew 


thresholds (in sync, transient, out of sync) [19] constitutes a 


fundamental parameter of inter-stream synchronization. It is 


however clear that the particular thresholds values are closely 


related to the nature of the various media involved in the RTP 


streams.  


In real implementations, the transient area has to be 


spreaded out between the two other ones to allow simple 


algorithmic solutions [21][22]. During reception, when the in 


sync threshold is satisfied, data is directly sent to 


decompression (see Figure 3) since it is considered as 


synchronous. Otherwise, the receiver applies the following 


process [22]. If the video content has been captured before the 


audio content, for the spectator point of view, the video 


appears to be delayed. The video playing module (cf. Figure 3) 


skips out some video packets until re-synchronization of 


audio-video occurs. On the other side, if the audio is delayed, 


the newly received video packets are stored in a buffer and the 


video playing module continues to play the old packets 


repeatedly, until they are synchronized. This asymmetric 


treatment between audio and video is due to the fact that lip 


sync attributes highest priority to audio. This is usually 


expressed by saying that the audio stream is the master one.   


 Lip sync necessitates restoring at the receiver side a 


temporal snapshot of the sender situation, to be able to detect 


when the various thresholds are satisfied. The trick consists in 


marking during the RTP packetization (cf. figure 3), each 


packet with a timestamp representing the capturing moment of 


the associated content. Due to the use of different clocks when 


generating the timestamps of audio and video, a common 


reference clock called the wallclock, which can be instantiated 


for example by NTP (Network Time Protocol) [18], is 


required to correlate the timestamps to a common base time. 


The relationships between the sender local clocks and NTP 


are sent to the receiver in RTCP reports [4]. 


Such a solution solves the synchronization problem very 


simply. The main point rests on restoring at the receiver side a 


temporal snapshot of the sender situation. It is clear that this 


principle is independent of the nature of the data, the streams 


of which have to be synchronized. 


3.2. Contextual data 


Before applying the previous ideas to the video-context 


synchronization, we recall the nature of contextual data 


generated through smartphones, which is rather different from 


that of audio or video.  


Let‘s take the case of an application deployed in an 


Android based smartphone, collecting context data generated 


by embedded sensors. To de-correlate the application needs 


from the sensors generation capabilities, Android 4.1 (Jelly 


Bean) defines five different policies allowing the application 


to monitor the information provided by the sensors, by fixing 


a specific filtering rate which can be different from the 


sampling rate of the sensors [23]. The underlying idea is that 


each policy should be tailored to a specific kind of application 


trying to master by the way processor load and energy 


consumption. The interval between two sensor events selected 


by the application can be therefore user defined, or equal to 0, 


20, 60 or 200 microseconds (the associated filtering rate is 


respectively user defined, infinite, or equal to 50, 16, 5kHz). It 


is however worth quoting the previous reference, to point here 


that the situation could be a little bit more complex : “The 


delay that you specify is only a suggested delay. The Android 


system and other applications can alter this delay. As a best 


practice, you should specify the largest delay that you can 


because the system typically uses a smaller delay than the one 


you specify ” [23]. In this sense, [24] provides an interesting 


experimental study mentioning much lower average rates 


(~10Hz or less) for contextual data such as acceleration 


(48Hz), magnetic field (60Hz), gyroscope (870Hz), etc. It is 


clear that this specific point should deserve much more 


attention through comprehensive experimental studies to try to 


identify clearly the possible interval values of the monitoring 


rates which could be associated to the various contextual data.  


An Android based sensor event is structured as a 4-tuple 


containing the raw sensor data, the type of the associated 
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sensor, the accuracy of the data and the timestamp (in 


nanosecond) at which the event happened [23]. Its can be 


easily seen that its size is roughly of the order of few dozens 


of bytes which is close of the typical size of an audio frame 


[25]. 


We can finally draw several conclusions which can be seen 


as the requirements of our problematic. First, despite the fact 


that an Android-based application could specify a constant 


monitoring rate for contextual data, due to operating system 


constraints, it can indeed be variable and of an order of 


magnitude completely different from the one usually 


associated to video (90kHz [25]) or audio (8kHz, 11.025 kHz, 


16kHz, 22.05kHz, 24kHz, 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz [25]). 


Concerning the elementary amount of information, context is 


however very close to audio. 


3.3. RTP capabilities 


RTP can be used to transport other data than audio or video. 


We can quote in this sense several dedicated payloads which 


have been specified :  


- real-time pointers [26] 


- text conversation [27] 


- DTMF digits, telephony tones and telephony signals 


[28] 


A common point with these ones, which decreases our interest, 


concerns the used sampling rate which is always constant and 


respectively equal to 90kHz, 1kHz, 8kHz.  


We however have an interesting illustration of the RTP 


capabilities when it has to cope with variable rates produced 


data. [29] defines a payload dedicated to the Speex codex one 


characteristic of which concerns its variable bit-rate. Speex 


introduced ten years ago, constitutes an interesting attempt to 


define a free-patent codec dedicated to VoIP [30]. It has been 


deprecated since the recent and official advent (September 


2012) of the Opus codec [31] sharing for our concern, the 


same characteristic as Speex. We however didn’t find for it 


the definition of a dedicated RTP payload. That is why we 


focus on the Speex case.  


Speex is a 20 ms frame-based codec encoding inside each 


frame both the sampling rate and the bit-rate associated to the 


current frame. For the same bit stream, these parameters can 


therefore vary, inside specified ranges, from frame to frame 


leading to dynamic switching between variable bit-rates. The 


used encoding technique indifferently authorizes narrowband, 


wideband or ultra-wideband determining as sampling rate 


respectively 8kHZ, 16kHz and 32kHz.     


 


4. SOLVING THE VIDEO-CONTEXT SYNCHRONIZATION 


PROBLEM 


In a first work [32], we proposed a solution restricted to 


one video stream associated with one context stream and 


assuming constant sampling rate for both the video and 


context. We considered that |C|= n|V|, where n € N and |C| and 


|V| are the durations of context and video packets, respectively. 


We proposed to mark the packets generated at the same time 


instant to allow receiver to identify them in order to detect the 


possible lack of synchronization. We suggested using the field 


M of their RTP header [4]. The main property of this solution 


rests on the ability to avoid detecting a false 


desynchronization phenomenon since it compares only the 


timestamps of simultaneously generated packets. We showed 


by simulations the efficiency of this algorithm when it is 


compared to the audio-video approach.  


In a second work [33], we tackled the general case relaxing 


all the restricted assumptions of the first work [32]. We 


consider a variable sampling rate during the generation of 


contextual data. We suggest the definition of an RTP payload 


following the same principles as the one defined for the Speex 


codec. The tricky point concerns the current sampling rate 


which differently from Speex, may vary in an unpredictable 


way. We suppose the existence of a low-level auxiliary 


Android primitive which computes in real-time the current 


sampling rate. On this basis, the Speex RTP payload principle 


can be thoroughly applied leading to an embedding of the 


current sampling rate inside the payload. In the Speex case 


however, the purpose of the embedded information consists in 


adjusting the right decoding technique on the receiver side. In 


our case, the interest of this information is closely related to 


synchronization purposes. It provides indeed an elegant way 


to map the timestamp of the associated RTP packet to the 


wallclock on the receiver side. In this way we can use a 


variation of the lip sync to carry out the desired 


synchronization between the video and the context streams, 


taxing the video stream as the master one. On this basis the 


extension to multiple contextual data streams is 


straightforward. 


 


5. OPTIMIZING THE VIDEO-CONTEXT SYNCHRONIZATION 


SOLUTION 


A first optimization [32] takes into account the display of 


the contextual data. The receiver is equipped with context 


play-out device characterized by its accuracy of display, 


called hereafter accuracy. For example, the map displays new 


position when the real location varies of 20m at least; 


accuracy=20. After receiving and decompressing a context 


packet Ci, the receiver obtains a value called V(Ci). It will be 


compared with the value of the context packet currently in 


display, noted V(Ci-1). If |V(Ci) – V(Ci-1)| > accuracy, V(Ci) is 


displayed on the screen. Otherwise, there is no need to display 


V(Ci) since the spectator cannot see the difference in 


comparison with V(Ci-1).  


Another proposed optimization [32] leads the receiver to 


inform the sender about the current accuracy value configured 


for his context display device. RTCP packet such as the 


Application-specific message (APP) can be used to ensure the 


transmission since it enables to design application-specific 


extensions to the RTCP protocol [8]. This message is sent 


initially and when the play-out device characteristics are 


changed, for example when the spectator zooms in the map. 


The sender adapts the emission rate of the contextual data 


with respect to the receiver requirements. After data 


acquisition phase, it compares the acquired data with the 
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content of the last send packet. Based on the display accuracy 


of the receiver, the sender decides if the new data will be sent 


or discarded. Data are sent only if it will be displayed in 


receiver side.  


We suggest exploiting these two properties to improve the 


method to synchronize video with context. These 


optimizations work well with the two solutions [32][33]. 


6. CONCLUSION  


Recently, the mobile devices have become an innovative 


way to produce new communication services involving and 


exploiting the user context information. We considered a 


service allowing the transmission of live video together with 


contextual data from a mobile device to a distant spectator. 


We focused on the video-context synchronization problem. 


We analyzed the audio-video synchronization solution and 


proposed optimization techniques taking into account the 


characteristics of the endpoint devices used to capture and 


exploit the contextual data, such as the accuracy of display. 


They reduce the probability to detect a false desynchronisation 


phenomenon and enable to properly use the end-points 


resources as new packets are sent only when necessary.  


Despite the existence of well documented solutions 


concerning the audio-video problem, it is to be noted that even 


if the specificity of video-context synchronization deserves 


special attention, it has not been already treated. At our best 


knowledge these works are a first attempt in this direction.  
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Abstract—Inter-Destination Media Synchronization (IDMS) is 
a process in which various receivers of the same content are 
synchronized in their playout. Standardization of an IDMS 
solution helps to enable interoperability between receivers 
manufactured by different companies. This paper describes the 
efforts by ETSI TISPAN and by the IETF AVTCORE working 
group on standardization of IDMS. 


Index Terms—Inter-Destination Media Synchronization, 
IDMS, standardization, IETF, ETSI 


I. INTRODUCTION TO IDMS 


Inter-destination media synchronization, or IDMS in short 
hereafter, is about synchronizing the playout of the same 
content on various different devices. In certain use cases, such 
synchronization is required for a good user experience, see e.g. 
[1],[2],[3],[10]. 


These devices can either be physically close-by or far apart. 
The latter case is relevant in for example Watching-Apart-
Together scenarios, sometimes also referred to as Social TV. In 
such scenarios, different users watch the same content, each on 
their own device. But, at the same time, they have some form 
of communication with each other. This recreates a setting as if 
you are together watching the same movie or watching the 
same television program. In such a scenario, delay differences 
between the playout at the different locations may spoil the 
user experience. The main example often given here is the 
shared soccer experience. If one user sees a goal several 
seconds before the other users, the cheering of the first user 
will spoil the experience for the other users.  


The different devices can also be physically close together. 
One example of this is if you have multiple televisions inside 
your home. If your kitchen television is on the same channel as 
your living room television, and the playout is not 
synchronized, the audio will mix up and be very disturbing. 
Other examples here are networked video walls, in which the 
output of different displays needs to be synchronized, or 
networked speakers, in which any delay differences may also 
cause disturbing effects. Also, larger-scale settings such as a 
stadium or a big airport can be considered physically close 
together in this respect. In such physically-together scenarios 
synchronization may be even more important than in the 


physically separated scenarios, because a single user will 
readily notice the delay differences that spoil the experience. 


II. IDMS STANDARDIZATION 


In order to increase the chances of wide-spread adoption of 
IDMS, and prevent proprietary solutions which only work in 
(vendor) walled gardens, we (the authors) have been actively 
contributing to IDMS standardization. Standardization is 
especially a key issue for IPTV solutions, as it allows 
interworking of components by different IPTV solution 
vendors. tandardization can also keep costs down, as vendors 
can standardize their development and have a large potential 
market for their products.  


We (the authors) have been actively contributing to IDMS 
standardization for the past years. This standardization started 
in ETSI TISPAN as part of TISPAN’s IPTV release 3 work 
[6], and is continued in the IETF as part of the AVTCORE 
Working Group. We have described our work previously in 
greater detail in e.g. [7-10]. This paper gives an up-to-date 
overview of the current status. It mainly focusses on the IETF 
work, as that is the work in progress. A small recap of the ETSI 
work in this area, which was finished in 2010, is also given in 
this paper. 


III.  IETF IDMS STANDARDIZATION 


The IETF has adopted the standardization of IDMS as a 
working-group effort in the AVTCORE working group, see [4] 
for the current draft. This work started out in 2010 and was 
based on the work done in ETSI TISPAN (see next section on 
ETSI TISPAN). The AVTCORE group is responsible for the 
standardization of the Real-Time Protocol (RTP) and the 
accompanying RTP Control Protocol (RTCP). RTCP is used 
for reporting on quality feedback from media receivers to 
media senders, and is also used to achieve inter-stream 
synchronization (i.e. lip-sync) if multiple sub-streams are sent 
separately. RTCP is a suitable protocol for achieving IDMS, 
considering its current reporting and control mechanisms, and 
considering it is an extendable protocol. 


The IETF solution for IDMS consists of two parts. The 
main part is the exchange of status information and of 
synchronization settings. This is implemented using the RTCP 
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protocol, and is part of the ongoing media session. The other 
part is the setup of the synchronization session, which is 
described in SDP and can be performed using any known 
session setup protocols that use SDP. 


The general concept for IDMS used in the IETF is as 
follows. Receivers of a media stream report on their status to a 
central server, normally colocated with the media sender. This 
central server will calculate the playout differences between the 
various receivers, and will send IDMS instructions to the 
various receivers. Accordingly, the receivers will delay their 
playout (buffer) as needed to achieve synchronization. 


The basic setup of IDMS in the IETF solution in is shown 
figure 1. A media receiver will contain a so-called 
Synchronization Client (SC) and a media sender will contain a 
so-called Media Synchronization Application Server (MSAS). 
The SC will send status reports on RTP media packet arrival 
times and, optionally, on RTP media packet presentation times 
to the MSAS. The MSAS will receive such reports from the 
various SCs that are to be synchronized. It can then determine a 
reference playout point (e.g. the one of the most delayed SC), 
and send out synchronization settings to all involved SCs to 
match with this reference playout point. The RTCP XR report 
block for IDMS, also called IDMS report, in figure 2 shows the 
format of the informative status reports sent by SCs. The IDMS 
report contains the RTP timestamp of a reference packet, its 
receipt time in its Packet Received NTP timestamp 
(mandatory) and, optionally, its presentation time in the Packet 
Presented NTP timestamp. 


 


 
Figure 1 RTCP XR Report Block for IDMS, containing fields for reporting 


RTP packet arrival time and presentation time 


The settings instructions sent by the MSAS have a similar 
format, but use a newly defined IDMS Settings packet type 
(see [4]). The main difference with the status report block is 
that the IDMS settings packet uses a 64 bit presentation 
timestamp that allows for a higher level of granularity in those 
applications requiring stringent sync accuracy. 


To enable establishment of IDMS sessions, the IETF 
solution also specifies two SDP parameters for signaling the 
use of the IDMS reports and setting packets. These SDP 
parameters can be used in any session-control protocol, such as 
SIP or RTSP, to enable IDMS for that media session. Part of 
the SDP parameter for the XR report block is a so-called 
SyncGroupId. This SyncGroupId identifies the synchronization 
group with which to synchronize, i.e. this is comparable to a 
conference-ID for participating in a conference call. This field 
is contained as the media stream correlation identifier in the 
status report block. This allows an MSAS to correlate a status 
report to its proper synchronization group, thus enabling 
independent IDMS processes for different logical groups of 
SCs . 


Discussions within the AVTCORE working group on the 
accuracy of NTP implementations also lead to another Internet 
Draft (ID) on clock source signaling [5]. Most solutions for 
IDMS rely on all receivers having synchronized clocks. For 
clock synchronization, NTP is a much used protocol. But, in 
practice, clock synchronization relying on NTP is not always 
accurate. The protocol itself is quite reliable, but clients depend 
on their server to be accurate. NTP servers are not always 
accurate, most likely because of faulty implementations. 


The ID on clock sources defines new SDP attributes with 
which SCs can signal which clock synchronization 
mechanisms are available to it. This is an extensible list which 
currently supports NTP, PTP, GPS and Galileo. Not only the 
mechanism can be communicated, also the clock source, for 
example an NTP server address, is included. This allows 
various SCsto choose the same clock source, to guarantee 
synchronized clocks. Also, SCscan indicate how reliable their 
clock is by indicating how often they synchronize their clock, 
and what the last time was that they did synchronize it. 


IV.  ETSI IDMS STANDARDIZATION 


The work within the IETF is largely based on the 
specification of IDMS by ETSI TISPAN. TISPANs IPTV 
release 3 contains a large number of new IPTV features for its 
IPTV specifications [6]. One of these features is the ability to 
perform IDMS. ETSI specifies a functional architecture and the 
reference points between the functions, in this case the Sync 
reference point between the MSAS and the SC, as shown in 
figure 3. The MSAS is specifically defined as a separate 
function, whilst the SC is specified as either part of a receiver 
or as part of the transport layer, also explained in [7]. 


 


V=2 P reserved
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Figure 2  IDMS synchronization between a media receiver containing a 
Synchronization Client (SC) and a Media Synchronization Application 
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ETSI has specified the initial XR report block (as shown in 


figure 2) and its associated SDP parameter, as now contained 
in the (newer) IETF specifications. For sending IDMS settings, 
the ETSI specifications also use the XR report block, but 
differentiating by using another value for the Synchronization 
Packet Sender Type (SPST) parameter. 


ETSI also did initial work on synchronizing the same 
content but in different formats, i.e. in case of some users 
receiving an SD stream and some users receiving an HD 
stream. We (the authors) intend to continue this initial work 
also within the IETF AVTCORE group. 


V. FUTURE WORK 


We plan to continue our standardization work on the 
RTCP-based IDMS solution within the IETF. There are several 
issues in achieving a flexible, accurate and scalable IDMS 
solution that we are working on. 


A first issue is that achieving synchronization may take 
some time. This is especially noticeable when a 
synchronization session has just started, or when new members 
join an existing synchronization session. Novel feedback 
reporting mechanisms will be needed to enable faster reaction 
to dynamic events in an IDMS session (start-up delays, out of 
sync situations, latecomer accommodation, etc.).  


Furthermore, an IPTV environment is a large-scale Single-
Source Multicast (SSM) setting. For IDMS, certain issues 
arise. Either all viewers of a certain program need to be 
synchronized, or only groups of viewers watching the program 
together or multiple televisions in the same location need to be 
synchronized. Also, different viewers can receive different 
versions of the content in different RTP streams, e.g. some 
receive an SD-quality stream and others an HD-quality stream. 
Thus, IDMS needs to be achieved for multiple versions of the 
same content in different media streams. Furthermore, 
additional (unicast) feedback aggregation mechanisms will be 
needed to enable scalable IDMS solutions. 


Besides, we are currently looking into an HTTP adaptive 
streaming-compatible IDMS solution. MPEG-DASH seems a 
primary candidate for this, as it is the only standardized version 
of HTTP adaptive streaming. We are not currently involved in 
MPEG standardization, but with the growing importance of 
HTTP-based streaming solutions, we feel that we need to look 
into this. 
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Abstract—Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV (HbbTV), uni-
fying broadcast and broadband TV, is a TV platform which
potentially provides users with new interactive services such as
content related multi choice synchronised media streams. One
such example is synchronising an audio stream via Internet Radio
whilst watching an IPTV TV program.


The principal scenario presented in this paper is that of
providing users with a wide range of audio choice for sports
transmission via IPTV. Users can select an IPTV channel plus
an additional Internet Radio channel, where both channels are
transmitting the same sports event. The independently produced
media streams are then integrated and synchronised into a new
IPTV stream.


The quality of the new service relies on the synchronised play-
out of the multi source media at client-side. In sports, timing is
critical for user’s Quality of Experience (QoE). Two main issues
shall be addressed/discussed, firstly the initial and secondly the
continuous synchronisation of the sports play-out. We implement
the former and outline our strategy for the latter.


This paper explains the main issues relating to multi-source
synchronisation, within an HbbTV platform, and the prototype
developed whereby video and audio from different sources are
merged into a single MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MP2T) at
client-side. We outline details of our initial synchronisation
method. Finally we describe future work which will detect clock
skew between the various media encoders/decoders to apply
recovery techniques to ensure continuous synchronised play-out.


I. INTRODUCTION


Media Synchronisation is a key issue when merging con-
tent related media streams at client-side. Real-time sports
transmissions are often simultaneously though independently
transmitted via multiple TV and Radio channels. As such
HbbTV provides an excellent platform to provide users with
the choice between multiple media streams that broadcast and
broadband technologies offer.


HbbTV aims to integrate all broadband and broadcast
delivery systems. Broadband includes TV delivered over an
IP Network whereas broadcast digital TV is delivered via
satellite, cable or terrestrial platforms following Digital Video
Broadcast (DVB) standards.


Broadband TV is composed of IPTV and TV on the Web.
Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) is a paid service delivered over a
privately owned managed network which employs DVB-IPTV.
Conversely, TV on the Web delivered over the Internet is free


and utilises a different range of protocols depending on the
private media server that provides the service.


In our scenario, the client’s interaction determines the audio
chosen from Internet Radio to listen to, while watching the
transmission of a sports event delivered over IPTV. This
service should thus provides a synchronised play-out of the
personalised video stream with the added audio selected by
the user.


At this stage it is important to distinguish between time
and timing synchronisation. The former, time sync refers to
having multiple clocks agreeing on a time-of-day (thus with
zero offset between them), whereas the latter, timing synch
refers to two clocks running at the same frequency, regardless
of any offset in time-of-day between them.


Synchronisation types can be also divided into different
categories. Firstly there is intra-media sync, which tackles
clock frequency assurance within a media stream. Secondly,
inter-media stream, whereby multiple media streams from the
same source synchronised for play-out. E. g., lip sync whereby
video and audio media streams are synchronised for play-
out. The thirdly type, multi-destination synchronisation, where
different clients synchronise the play-out of the same received
media. This is important in Massibely Multiplayer Online
Gaming (MMOG) scenarios whereby each client should see
the same response times. [1] Finally the forth type, multi-
source synchronisation is where media streams are streamed
from multiple servers and sync at client-side.


HbbTV provides an excellent platform for media synchro-
nisation such as synchronising an IPTV channel with an
RSS/Atom feed [2], or media received via different platforms,
broadcast or broadband [3]. In order to provide interactive
customised services the significant challenges of synchronised
integration of media has to be performed at client-side follow-
ing the client’s media selection.


To provide this new service, the play-out of the final MP2T
stream requires that the embedded media streams be synchro-
nised. Although synchronisation parameters are typically not
as restrictive as lip-sync, in sports events timing is still crucial.


In our completed and proposed prototypes the initial and
continuous synchronisation is based on the requirement that
all media providers are synchronised via Network Time Pro-
tocol (NTP) [4] to guarantee wall-clock synchronisation. Note
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Fig. 1. High level MP2T packet structure


Fig. 2. Clock reference, PCR, and timestamps, PTS and DTS, within a MP2T
packet


that if NTP is also correctly implemented at the receiving
client, this facilitated skew detection and prevents buffer
overflow/underfill problems at client, though this problem can
also be addressed though more conventional Phase-Locked
Loop (PLL) solutions. NTP time synchronisation on the client
also facilitated accurate each-way delay measurements, but
if used with RTCP enables encoder’s clock frequencies need
to be synchronised with decoder clock frequency without the
need for PLL.


Due to the requirement that media streamers will be syn-
chronised via a protocol such as NTP there exists work that
allows media streamers to share information about the sources
of synchronisation. In [5] a the proposed solution involves
to provide receivers sender’s clock via the use of attributes
in Session Description Protocol (SDP) which will provide
details such as of the media clock source (NTP, Precision Time
Protocol (PTP), Global Positioning System (GPS), Galileo or
local) and its parameters.


In our prototype, the following synch issues will be ad-
dressed. Firstly the initial synchronisation of the audio/video of
a football game and secondly the continuous synchronisation
over the sport’s event duration. We implement the first one
and discuss the second one. The application protocols used
by IPTV, Real-Time Protocol (RTP) and its companion, Real-
Time Control Protocol (RTCP) provide the main tools to
accomplish both of these synchronisation tasks.


The organisation of this paper is as follows: Section II
explains synchronisation issues. Section III illustrates HbbTV.
Section IV introduces MPEG-2 Transport Streams, MP3 and
RTP/RTCP protocols. The prototype developed for the audio
addition scenario within a MP2T stream is described in section
V and the media synchronisation, initial and continuous,
is discussed in section VI. Finally Section VII draws the
conclusions and outlines future work.


II. SYNCHRONISATION ISSUES


The synchronisation of two or more media streams from dif-
ferent sources via different IP Networks adds extra complexity
at the client-side or decoder. In a traditional streaming scenario


Fig. 3. MP3 frame header structure


Fig. 4. RTCP SR packet relationship with a RTP packet conveying a PCR


we would have an encoder/sender and decoder/receiver. How-
ever, in this scenario we have two clocks at the two media
servers and a third one at client-side.


Intra-stream media synchronisation, listed in previous sec-
tion as the first synch issue, addresses the synchronisation
within a single media stream. [1] As outlined above, encoder
and decoder clock’s frequency are typically synchronised via
a PLL implemented at decoder. Encoder’s clock is reproduced
at decoder via encoder clock references which decoder uses
to detect and fix clock skew. PLL works well in deterministic
network environments but can perform very poorly in non-
deterministic networks, such as congested public IP Networks.


In our scenario, we are synchronising different source media
streams, which, in our case, consist of an MP3 audio and a sep-
arate MP2T audio/video stream at the decoder. Therefore our
scenario is mostly concerned with inter-stream multi-source
media synchronisation although intra-stream synchronisation
will be addressed in a latter stage prototype. [1]


We have an audio/video stream embedded within a MP2T
stream from the same source, the IPTV streamer, and an the
extra audio stream from a different source, the Internet Radio
media server. This thus presents multi-source, inter-stream and
intra-stream media synchronisation issues though we deal only
with first two.


III. HBBTV


HbbTV is a broadcast and broadband TV media receiver
[6] with each technology employing different protocols. In
our case the purpose is to synchronise an IPTV channel and
an Internet Radio. Therefore the media protocols used in each
delivery method shall be considered.


A. IPTV Standards and protocols


IPTV follows DVB-IPTV standard which specifies the use
of MP2T streams as a media delivery method. [7] [8] [9] In
Section IV.A MP2T packets structure is described in more
detail.


User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used at the transport
protocol layer [10]. RTP and RTCP, are used at the Application
Layer and although their use is not obligatory, their utilization
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Fig. 5. Prototype High level design


is highly recommended. [11] [12]
In the prototype we use MP2T media delivery encapsulated


in RTP packets. RTP/RTCP encapsulation of MP2T packets is
explained in Section IV.C.


B. Internet Radio protocols


Internet Radio, uses multiple protocols depending on the
media server provider. RTP is typically not used because
Internet providers often penalise its traffic and RTP traffic is
frequently blocked by firewalls.


The delivery methods, as opposed to RTP streaming, are
mainly HTTP progressive download and adaptive HTTP. The
Transport Protocol used is Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) [13]. Some of the protocols are HTTP based [14] such
as Microsoft Smooth Streaming Protocol Specification (MS-
SSTR) or HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) developed by Apple.
[15] [16]. Finally Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(MPEG-DASH) is an adaptive HTTP protocol fully supported
by HbbTV.


Independent of the Applications Protocols used in the
Internet Radio, MP3 is one of the most popular audio file
delivery formats. Therefore it is the audio file format chosen
for the prototype. In our case, as a preliminary work, we have
used RTP at the Application Layer as media delivery protocol
in order to prove the concept.


IV. BACKGROUND INFORMATION


A. MPEG-2 Transport Stream


Media delivery in IPTV employs MP2T streams. An MP2T
packet has a fixed 188 byte size that includes the header (4
bytes) and payload. The payload may include the Adaptation
Field or/and the Packetised Elementary Stream (PES) header.
In Fig. 1 the high level structure of MP2T packets is shown
with the main elements, MP2T header, adaptation field, PES
header and PES payload. [17]


Time related fields are divided between clock references and
timestamps. The clock references, Program Clock Reference
(PCR) are in the adaptation field while the timestamps are
located in the PES header. In Fig.2 clock references and
timestamps within an MP2T are depicted.


The PCR is a 27MHz clock divided between two fields the
PCR base (33 bits) and the PCR extension (9 bits).


The Presentation Timestamp (PTS) and Decoding Times-
tamps (DTS) are 90KHz timestamp values that indicate when
the PES shall be presented/decoded respectively in the play-
out. With audio PES the PTS always equals the DTS. There-
fore in every PES audio header, only the PTS is present.


B. MP3


MP3 audio file format is specified in [18]. The MP3 frame
header is 4 bytes conveying all the audio information. The bit
rate and the sample rate are used to calculate the audio frame
size. With MPEG audio Layer I, Formula 1 is used, while with
MPEG audio Layer II and III, Formula 2 is employed.


FrameLength =


(
12 ·


BitRate


SampleRate
+ padding


)
· 4 (1)


FrameLength = 144 ·
BitRate


SampleRate
+ padding (2)


In Fig. 3 all fields in the MP3 frame header are shown. The
4 bytes of the MP3 frame header are included within the audio
frame length.


C. RTP/RTCP


RTP is an Application Protocol for real time media delivery.
Among other information, it provides a 32 bit RTP timestamp
and a sequence number. Its companion protocol RTCP pro-
vides among other things, the relationship between the RTP
timestamp and the NTP value which provides the wall-clock
time. [19] The RTP payload type for MPEG-1/MPEG-2 video
is 33 using the specific payload. [20]


In Fig. 4 the headers of RTP and RTCP Sender Report
(SR) are shown with the time related fields providing the
means to synchronise the media streams at client-side. The
RTP timestamp in the RTCP packet relates the RTP timestamp
to an NTP wall-clock time. Therefore RTCP SR provides a
mechanism to relate NTP to PCR values, the later carried in
RTP media packets. In Fig. 4 values are extracted to show the
mapping as used in the prototype.
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Fig. 6. Initial Sync performed in the MP2T video stream at client-side


V. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPED


The prototype is developed with Java using jlibRTP library
[21] with the creation of two media streamers, one for the
MP2T video stream and another for the MP3 audio stream.
The final video output, which integrates the two streams via
the addition of the new audio stream is not played out in real-
time (due to processing limitations) but stored in a video file
for a later play-out. VLC [22] is the media player used for the
resulting MP2T video stream play-out.


In Fig. 5 the High Level diagram of the developed prototype
is shown. The key elements are the video and audio streamers,
both synchronised via NTP, and the Java threads, for RTP and
RTCP data, at client-side.


The prototype video streamed is an MP2T video stream
of the 2011 Champions League Final, FC Barcelona versus
Manchester United. The additional audio is an MP3 file of
the same sports event transmitted by Catalunya Radio (Catalan
National Radio Station).


Taking advantage of HTTP adaptive streaming, MPEG-
DASH, HbbTV standard used in Internet Radio, where the
audio server streams the audio adapted to the clients’s re-
quirements, we make the assumption that the MP3 audio
characteristics are identical to the audio embedded within the


Fig. 7. Initial Sync performed in the MP2T video stream at client-side


TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS USED IN FIG.7 AND FIG.9


Value Moment Description


RTCP NTP
RTCPntp0 Wall-clock time first RTP packet re-


ceived
RTCPntpIni Wall-clock time first RTCP SR


packet received
RTCPntpGameStart Wall-clock time beginning of sport


event


RTP timestamp
RTP0 RTP Timestamp first RTP packet re-


ceived
RTCPrtpIni RTP Timestamp first RTCP packet


received


MP2T PCR
PCR0 PCR value first RTP-MP2T packet


received
PCRini PCR value first RTCP-MP2T packet


received
PCRgameStart PCR value beginning of sport event


MP2T stream. Thus, the insertion within the MP2T packets of
the MP3 audio data is performed following the original audio
MP2T packets distribution within the video file. [23]


The video is streamed conveying seven MP2T packets
within a RTP packet following recommendation [24], whereas
the MP3 file conveys one MP3 frame within an RTP packet.


VI. MEDIA SYNCHRONISATION


Both the initial and continuous synchronisation is based on
the presumption that both media servers are synchronised via
NTP. [4] This is a realistic assumption if and only if, the
necessary NTP subnet is deployed. Other research based at
NUI Galway has shown that single millisecond level sync is
achievable over WANs once certain requirements are met. [25]


Synchronisation process is divided into two steps, the initial
sports event synchronisation which is fully implemented, and
the maintenance of the synchronisation over the period of
the sports event being transmitted, which though not yet
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Fig. 8. Initial Sync performed in the MP3 audio stream at client-side


implemented, is described technically.
Time within a DVB-IPTV stream is transmitted via DVB


Program Specific Information (DVB-PSI), particularly the
Time and Date Table (TDT) and Time Offset Table (TOT)
therefore clients received the media servers time information
via transmission of time using both tables. TDT provides the
UTC-time whereas TOT provides the local offset time and
UTC-time. The interval of this tables transmission is between
minimum of 25ms and a maximum of 30s. [26]


Our prototype will use the Event Information Table (EIT),
part of DVB-PSI, to establish the game initial time of the sport
event. The idea will be to establish a specific moment in time
to perform the initial synch even if the game begins later on.
In prototype we set a value of date 25/5/2011 time of sport
event 19:45:00.000.


EIT time field start time relates to TDT and TOT time field
UTC time (both 40 bits). The first field indicates the time the
event begins and the second the time at client-side transmitted
via the TDT and TOT table.


We will use the DVB PSI time related tables, TDT and
TOT, and event table, EIT, to gather time information about
the beginning time of the selected sport event. Note that the
use of TDT/TOT is not necessary in a live environment as NTP
embedded within RTCP is sufficient to synchronise streams.


A. Initial Synchronisation


In our prototype our initial synchronisation process has two
main parts; firstly the processing of the MP2T video stream


Fig. 9. Initial Sync performed in the MP3 audio stream at client-side


to extract and relate timestamps and secondly the processing
of the MP3 audio stream.


Both parts use RTP/RTCP timestamps and NTP values
to relate the beginning of the game. The MP2T initial
synchronisation is based in the PCR values within the MP2T
stream whereas the MP3 initial synchronisation utilizes the
audio MP3 frame equivalent time values.


1) MP2T work flow: In Fig. 6 the work flow performed
in the MP2T video file is described. When the first RTCP
packet is received we note the RTP timestamp related to the
NTP value of the wall-clock time. We label this NTPtime, the
NTP time of first RTCP SR packet received by the client.
Note that NTPgameIni the time the football game is scheduled
is transmitted in our system using EIT table information as
described above.{
NTPgameIni = 1357415100↔ 25/5/2011 19 : 45 : 00.000


NTPtime = 1357414765↔ 25/5/2011 19 : 39 : 25.000


We use this relationship between RTP and NTP to establish
a NTPtime as determined from the first RTCP SR for video.
For all RTP media packets subsequently received, we extract
the PCR values and using the RTCP NTP/RTP mapping, we
can establishing the relationship to wall-clock time and then
map difference to time elapsed since NTPtime.


Knowing the time difference in seconds, it is easy to obtain
the equivalent in 27MHz clock for the PCR. In our case, the
video begins at minute 5:35s therefore the difference between
the beginning of the video and the beginning of the sport event
is 335000ms.


4Time = NTPgameIni −NTPtime = 335000ms (3)


When this difference is translated into PCR values then we
can obtain the PCR value when the audio insertion shall
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Fig. 10. Figure A.1: Timing from [9]


commence.


PCRini = 4Time·27MHz = 335s·27MHz = 9045000000
(4)


A high level diagram of the threads in the prototype and
how values are obtained and calculated can be found in Fig. 7
and the description of all variable names are depicted in Table
I. There are two steps in the process, firstly values extracted
when the first RTP packet with a PCR value arrives to the
client and secondly when the client receives the first RTCP
packet. In both stages the system stores the needed values to
further initial synchronisation.


When the first RTP packet conveying a PCR value arrives to
the client-side in the RTP Thread we store the RTP0 and PCR0.
When the first RTCP packet arrives then we store RTCPntpIni
and RTCPrtpIni.


Knowing RTCPntpIni and RTCPrtpIni from the RTCP Thread
and RTP0 we calculate RTCPntp0. I.e., the NTP time when
the first RTP packet was transmitted. Finally knowing PCR0
and RTCPntp0 and RTCPntpGameStart we calculate the final value
PCRgameStart used for initial synchronisation the MP2T video
stream.


2) MP3 work flow: In Fig. 8 the work flow performed on
the MP3 audio file is described. When the first RTCP SR
packet is received we note the RTP timestamp related to the
NTP value of the wall-clock time.


For every MP3 frame subsequently received by the client,
its time equivalent will be calculated, using formula 1 or 2
depending on the MPEG Audio Layer, to estimate the time
since the beginning of the game. This difference in time is
used to ensure than MP3 frame is inserted correctly into the
video stream.


A high level diagram of the threads in prototype and how
values are obtained and calculated can be found in Fig. 9


TABLE II
DESCRIPTION VALUES USED IN FORMULAE 5 AND 6 AND FIG. 10 [9]


Variable Description
i i”<i<i’ index
i” Byte index of the last bit of the most recent PCR field
i’ Byte index of the last bit of the immediately following PCR
k RTPP(n+1) first PCR index
R(i) Transport rate ith byte
PCR(k-
1)


PCR encoded time at 27MHz


PCR(k) First PCR time encoded
p Number of bytes previous to the received PCR(k)
RTP(n) Target Transmission Time
RTPP(n) RTP packet(n+1) payload first byte
t(n+1) Time which the first byte of RTP(n+1) payload enters the


STD


and the description of all variable names are depicted in
Table I. There are two steps in the process, firstly values
extracted when the first RTP packet arrives to the client and
secondly when the client receives the first RTCP packet. In
both stages the system stores the needed values to further
initial synchronisation.


When the first RTP packet arrives to the client-side in the
RTP Thread we store the RTP0. When the first RTCP packet
arrives then we store RTCPntpIni and RTCPrtpIni.


Knowing RTCPntpIni and RTCPrtpIni from the RTCP
Thread and RTP0 we calculate RTCPntp0. Finally knowing
the difference between RTCPntpGameStart and RTCPntp0 we
calculate the time remaining to the beginning of the game.


Every time a MP3 frame is received at client-side we
calculate the time equivalent and is added to TimeMP3. Only
when the value of this variable is bigger than the time to
beginning of the game then the MP3 frames are stored in the
audio buffer.
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B. Continuous Synchronisation


In addition to the initial synch issue, whereby streams
are initially aligned, we need to ensure that any clock skew
between the different source media streams does not result in
significant cumulative misalignment. E.g., a relative skew of
50ppm will result in a cumulative offset in alignment of 3
msec per minute for streams that are initially synchronised.
In context of lip-synch requirements of 20-100 msec, this
is quite significant. It is thus critical to determine the rate
with which source clocks differ, i.e., relative skew so that
continuous synchronisation can be maintained.


As part of the future work we plan to accomplish such clock
skew detection in the MP2T stream via the formulae outline in
ETSI document [9]. Fig. 10 shows the timing of values used
whereas Table II describes the meaning of variables used. In
future work we aim to calculate clock skew between the MP2T
stream and the Internet Radio MP3 stream via the mapping
relationship between the PCRs values and the RTP timestamps
in Formula 7.


The overall objective is to use a common NTP time refer-
ence to establish the relative skew between the MP3 encoder
and the MP2T PCR encoder. The MP3 skew relative to true
time can be determined by comparing the elapsed NTP time
from two consecutive RTCP packets from the MP3 stream and
the elapsed time as represented by the number of MP3 bytes
at the particular MP3 encoding rate.


The skew of the MP2T stream relative to true time can
be determined using a similar approach using the NTP to
PCR mapping formulae. Once both values of skew are known,
the relative skew between streams can be determined and a
skew compensation mechanism can be deployed. This can be
either through MP3 stream silence addition or deletion. This
approach is similar to that deployed for Voice over IP (VoIP)
by [27]


The Transport Rate, R(i), between two consecutive PCR
values is calculated in [9] as:


R (i) =
(i′ − i′′) · 27MHz


PCR (k)− PCR (k − 1)
(5)


The time at which RTPP(n+1) arrives to the System Target
Decoder (STD) is calculate in [9] as follows:


t (n+ 1) =
PCR (k)


27MHz
−


p


R (k)
(6)


As a result the mapping formula in [9] can be applied using
the RTP timestamps values.


PCR (k) ∼= RTP (n) + 90kHz ·
p+ 1


R (i)
(7)


Initial results for formula outlined in [9] indicate a mapping
relationship between RTP timestamps and PCR values within
a MP2T video stream. This formula applies as far we can
appreciate as long as PCR and RTP timestamp increment is
constant and PCR are send every a fix number of packets,


therefore transport rate also becomes constant. For example
a PCR increment of 1080000 when is sent every seven
MP2T packets indicates a Transport rate of 32900bps. Thus
the increment between two consecutive RTP timestamps is
1080000.


We can observe a mapping relationship between RTP times-
tamps and PCR values but we need to establish how the
formula behaves within a variable transport rates and variable
PCR increments. Further study shall be perform to see how
formula behaves when not constant values are applied.


Future work will involve the use of MPEG-DASH specifica-
tion for the delivery of the MP3 file. Further study of time and
timing within the standard shall be performed and applied to
develop a clock skew detection mechanism for MPEG-DASH
Internet Radio delivery.


VII. CONCLUSION


Multimedia synchronisation can provide useful and exciting
features to HbbTV particularly in live sports transmission
scenario where timing is a key issue for viewers. Media
synchronisation can offer interactive personalised services to
IPTV users which in our prototypes allows them to watch a
sports event and select any content related audio from Internet
Radio.


The media integration needs to be tightly synchronised.
Initial and continuous synchronisation challenges need to be
addressed. We have achieved an initial synchronisation system
using RTP/RTCP and its relation to RTP timestamp with the
NTP wall-clock time and MP2T clock references, PCR.


Future work involves the clock skew detection at client-
side of MP2T and MP3 streams so we can apply correction
techniques to provide users with continuous synchronised
play-out of a sports event. The final challenge will be to ensure
intra-media synch, using either PLL methods or alternatives
using NTP or equivalent. The solution to this latter challenge
will use the same technologies deployed so far for initial synch
and will be based on previous work by one ot the authors, as
described in [27].
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Abstract—This article discusses the challenges ahead for assuring 


media synchronization in 3D tele-immersion applications. The 


discussion is based on an architecture and use cases that are 


defined in the European FP7 project REVERIE. The 


architecture allows capturing, transmission, and rendering, in 


real-time, various types of 3D media streams (e.g., geometry, 


movements of the participants, 3D audio), with the final objective 


of enabling immersive communication (and interactions) between 


remote users. For achieving the final goal, media synchronization 


is a key requirement. In particular, this article will focus on two 


types of synchronization: between real-time streams, and 


between downloaded and real-time streams.  The first case refers 


to the synchronization needed between the different real-time 


captured media (e.g., 3D audio and visual streams). The second 


one aims at synchronizing downloaded content (e.g., 3D models) 


and the media captured in real-time. The solution reported in 


this article is implemented as a novel real-time streaming engine 


that can handle various types of 3D media streams. Moreover, 


based on global timestamps, the engine can provide 


synchronization support for a variety of scenarios. 


Keywords—Mixed Media,  3D Tele-immersion, Real-time 


communcation, Media synchronization  


I.  INTRODUCTION  


Tele-conferencing systems enable participants in 


different locations to share a common experience, 


where specially designed room tables and real-time 


high-definition video increase the feeling of 


proximity. The principal advantage of current-


generation tele-conferencing systems is that 


participants can talk to each other as if they were in 


the same location. The shortcoming is that 


participants cannot collaboratively perform a task 


together: they remain captives in a 2-D screen 


projection.  


 


The next challenge in tele-presence is tele-


immersion, which will enable individuals that are 


geographically distributed to interact naturally with 


each other in a shared 3D synthesized environment. 


Where tele-conferencing allows participants to 


share a common space, tele-immersion allows them 


to share an activity. 


 


3D tele-immersion pushes the limits of current 


infrastructures because of the high volume of 


synchronized data that needs to be transmitted in 


real-time between different locations. Moreover, 


current limitations will be a blocking factor when 


tele-immersion becomes a widespread technology - 


with households equipped with such technology. 


Current research [1] is starting to provide valuable 


results in specialized 3D capturing systems, real-


time data transmission, and advanced rendering 


technology. Still, there are a number of challenges 


that need to be considered.  


 


This article focuses on two main challenges: real-


time streaming and synchronization. First, we will 


introduce an architecture that allows for efficient 


capturing, transmission, and rendering of 3D media 


streams. The architecture provides support as well 


for downloaded 3D content, such as representations 


of avatars and virtual worlds. Then, based on the 


requirements imposed by a number of use cases, 


further details about the envisioned streaming and 


synchronization engine will be reported. 


 


While research in the past has provided some 


solutions for streaming geometric objects, none of 


them handled the critical real-time constraints 


imposed by 3D tele-immersion. In these types of 


infrastructures, synchronization between media 


streams is particularly challenging, as the pipeline 


for visual data introduces large delays compared to 
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the pipeline for immersive audio. Moreover, current 


solutions intended for video  (e.g., RTP/RTSP or 


MPEG-TS) are not suitable for captured geometric 


representations, unless they are extended with 


support for specific 3D graphics codecs. The 


remaining of the article will be dedicated to further 


detail our design decisions for solving these issues, 


enabling real-time streaming and synchronization of 


various types of 3D media streams: spatial audio, 


geometry and movement data. The use of live 


captured geometry is novel, fast implementations of 


3D reconstruction algorithms with one or more 


commercial depth camera’s as described in [2], 


make such approach realistic for low cost 


deployment in the future.   


 


This article is structured as follows: Section II 


introduces the use cases, highlighting a number of 


requirements regarding synchronization in future 


3D tele-immersion applications. The following 


section overviews the state of the art, indicating the 


specific contributions of this article. Section IV 


describes the proposed architecture that meets the 


novel requirements, advancing current solutions in 


the problem space. Finally, Section V focuses on 


the streaming and synchronization engine. 


II. USE CASES 


The REVERIE project has defined two use cases to 


showcase the technological innovations that will be 


developed. Each of the use cases poses a different 


set of synchronization challenges. The first use case 


addresses scalability, where many participants are 


interacting in a common space. In this case, avatars 


represent the participants and captured motions are 


used for modeling interactions. The second use case 


aims at high-detail reconstruction and rendering, but 


it is feasible for a lower number of participants. In 


the following sections we will detail the use cases 


and highlight the specific challenges regarding 


media synchronization impose by each of them.  


A. European parliament 


In the first use case (see Figure 1) many students 


will participate in a live debate that takes place in 


the European Union parliament. Avatars represent 


the students, while virtual autonomous avatars (i.e., 


computer controlled avatars responding to students 


behavior and emotions) represent the instructors. 


The main challenge in this use case is scalability; as 


the actions from the debaters (and instructions) need 


to be streamed live to a high number of participants. 


While the transmission problem can be handled by 


applying some form of application layer multicast / 


CDN, synchronization of this content between the 


participants is still a challenge. This use case 


requires of inter-destination media synchronization 


between them. Otherwise, situations of inconstancy 


or unfairness may arise  in case the instructor raises 


a question that reaches some students before than 


others, the former will have more possibilities of 


answering first, or the debater streams is are not 


received at the same time .   


 


 
Figure 1 Use case 1 European parliament 


B. Birthday Party 


In the second use case (see Figure 2) up to four 


people will interact in a birthday party. During the 


party, special events and games can happen. For 


example, the children may play rock, paper, and 


scissors. In this case, synchronization between the 


representations of the users (3D objects) can be 


evaluated for fainess and consistency as in the study 


performed in[8]. In particular, the implementation 


has to allow for inter-sender synchronization 


(different lags between objects coming from 


different senders) and inter-media synchronization 


(between different captured 


objects/representations). The major challenge will 


be on provide synchronization mechanisms for a 


very demanding visual pipeline that enables highly 


realistic representations to be captured, transmitted 


and renderered. 
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Figure 2 use case 2 Birthday party 


III. RELATED WORK 


The following sections will overview related work. 


They highlight the novel challenges imposed by the 


use cases presented in the previous sections. In 


particular, we focus on previous solutions for 


representing 3D objects, for streaming geometry 


representations, and for synchronization in 3D tele-


immersion environments. 


A. 3D Representations 


When discussing what 3D video is, different 


researchers have different interpretations. For 


example, 3D stereo video, in cinema, introduces an 


artificial depth perception, but it only consists of a 


left and a right image. Free-view point video, on the 


other hand, allows for viewpoint navigation. In the 


past, Kang provided a useful categorization of the 


different types of 3D representations [4] from 


image-based to geometry-based methods for 


renderering. Figure 3 shows the categorization. 


Image-Based methods are similar to traditional 


video and use multiple interpolated views. 


Geometry-Based representations include triangle 


meshes and point clouds, and contain full geometric 


information of the scene. While previous works on 


3D tele-immersion have used image-based methods 


or points samples, we focus on live captured 


geometry-based representations.  


 


The reasons why geometry-based representations 


have been selected are: they are considered 


renderer-friendly; they allow to seamlessly integrate 


virtual worlds; they enable N-viewpoint rendering 


for stereo, multi-view, and free-viewpoint; they can 


possibly make use of efficient compression 


algorithms that have been developed in the graphics 


community. 


 


 


 
Figure 3 3D representations, from image based to geometry 


based, from [4] 


B. Geometry Streaming 


Streaming protocols for geometry-based 3D models 


are still in their infancy. They are not generically 


available and are not standardized. One example is 


the system developed by Li et al. [5], allowing 


efficient transmission of various types of (stored) 


compressed geometry-based objects. This system 


takes tackles possible effects of packet loss by 


providing specific properties on the encoding phase. 


It performs an offline analysis of the object, 


measuring possible degradations (L-2 norm of the 


distance between the original and the reconstructed 


surface, or Haussdorf distance). Unfortunately, such 


optimization is done offline, and it does now allow 


for real-time transmission of live captured geometry 


3D data. This is an upcoming challenge that will be 


considered in the architecture presented in Section 


IV. 


C. Synchronization for 3D tele-immersion 


In the past, several works have studied 3D tele-


immersion, and the associated synchronization 


issues. For example, Huang et al. [3] focused on 


how to stream live-captured immersive 3D (stereo) 


videos (background subtracted) between multiple 


sites. They also took into account the skew level 


between the different streams. They developed a 


scheme, called SyncCast, that allows video streams 


in an overlay (with multiple immersive) sites to be 


forwarded based on bandwidth, synchronization and 


latency requirements. The main novelty of this 


system is the introduction of synchronization logic 


in the network (the forwarding mechanisms is based 


on synchronization). Nevertheless, it is restricted to 
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image-based representations, and does not deal with 


live-captured geometry.  


IV. MEDIA PIPELINE 


Figure 4 shows the media pipeline at the sender site. 


First, different types of media are captured: audio, 


motion (for avatars representation in use case 1), 


and visual data. For this article, we are particularly 


interested in the visual pipeline for transporting 


geometry data when capturing users. As users 


interact, this part of the pipeline is the most 


challenging in terms of real-time streaming and 


synchronization. After capture, the representation 


has to be encoded using an efficient compression 


method. Subsequently, the streams are packetized 


and adapted, so they can be sent over the network. 


Channel coding is applied to cope with lossy 


transmission over UDP. TCP could be used to avoid 


losses, but the end-to-end delay would be 


compromised. The data is then transmitted to the 


remote sites. Figure 5 shows the streaming module 


at the receiver site. The received packets are first 


buffered and synchronized. Then, re-construction of 


the stream takes place. The stream is decoded and 


rendered by a high-performance set of rendering 


components.  


 


 
Figure 4 Media pipeline, sender site 


 


 


Figure 5 Streaming Pipeline, recipient site 


V. REAL-TIME STREAMING AND 


SYNCHRONIZATION ENGINE 


The architecture introduced in the previous section 


uses a number of state of the art technologies for 3D 


capturing and rendering. In order to enable 


networked communication, a specific engine has 


been designed. It meets the requirements imposed 


by our use cases, as it supports real-time streaming 


and synchronization of various types of 3D formats 


(geometry-based, audio). The next sections detail 


the decisions taken for designing such component.  


A. 3D Representation 


The streaming engine supports various types of 3D 


representation (including 3D audio). First, live-


captured full geometry (triangle mesh/ point clouds) 


can be delivered. In particular, we use octree 


compression for point clouds [6] (available PCL
1
) 


and MPEG-4 SC3DMC coding [5] for triangle 


meshes. Second, MPEG BBA/AFX is used for 


transmitting motion commands, when a mesh (e.g., 


the avatar) has been downloaded in advance. Third, 


the engine can stream stored 3D videos (video plus 


depth) for extra material to be shown in the virtual 


world (e.g., a movie in the common space). Finally, 


in the coming future, the streaming engine will 


allow the delivery of a mixed representation 


approach that allows human reconstruction by using 


                                                 
1
 Point Cloud Library www.pointclouds.org 
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hybrid geometry/image based methods by 


reconstructing from a previously initialized 


database. 


B. Channel and Network Coding 


In order to prime efficiency over data completeness, 


real-time streaming is performed over UDP, that 


unlike TCP does not allow for retransmission. Since 


the 3D compression mechanisms are not designed 


to work with information losses, the architecture has 


to provide some level of protection against packet 


losses. Channel coding provides such mechanisms 


at the transport level.  


 


In the streaming engine we deploy channel coding 


on segments of data. These segments are 


consistently produced with a time window that 


allows keeping a target end-to-end delay (currently 


a per frame basis). For each segment, redundancy is 


added by encoding with increased information 


persistence (as long as the rate of received packets 


is equal to the coding rate, the source information 


can be entirely be decoded). This mechanism yields 


to rate-less inter-packet error correction, similar to 


fountain codes (e.g., raptor codes) as proposed in 


the IETF standard in [7]. 


 


Symbol-Based linear coding is performed to 


produce as many packets as needed to match and 


seamlessly adapt to the fluctuations of the available 


channel rate. The encoded representation is self- 


contained in each packet, allowing network coding 


via re-encoding, and mixing at intermediate nodes 


the information coming from different paths. This 


achieves a superior level of spatial coding diversity 


as well as resistance against drop-offs of specific 


paths, and an increased end-to-end throughput. 


C. Time client 


In order to support media synchronization and time 


coherence, the streaming engines includes a time 


client that regularly updates its time reference to a 


common NTP server. A virtual clock (application-


specific) is used to avoid interferences with other 


system components. The values of this clock are the 


ones used for achieving media synchronization. The 


implementation uses the OS-specific format 


handled by the Boost C++ library
2
. 


D. Support for Synrchonization: Sender and 


Receiver 


Both the sender and receiver provide support for 


synchronization. At the sender side, timestamps 


(based on a common clock) are generated, and later 


used by the receiver side. Delay estimation can be 


used for easing or enforcing encoding and 


scheduling parameters (rate estimation, priority 


encoding), so a target end-to-end delay is achieved. 


Moreover, by matching the encoding mechanisms 


to be developed with  the data from the capturing 


process, superior coding speed and efficiency can 


be achieved.  


 


At the receiver side, streams are aligned for 


ensuring synchronization between the different data 


streams (audio, geometry, and movement); and 


synchronization between users is performed, so a 


coherent scene comprising the actions at the right 


moment is constructed.  


E. Support for Syncrhonization: Renderers 


The architecture foresees a number of renderers, 


each of them specialized in different types of 3D 


data. The final implementation will integrate a 


spatial audio renderer; a rendering platform for 


triangle meshes and point clouds; and a renderer 


that supports body animation and facial animation 


parameters (FAP/BAP). Eventually, the system will 


include as well a renderer for hybrid human 


geometry/image based interpolated models. A key 


challenge, then, is inter-renderer synchronization. 


For solving this problem, each of the renderers 


provides feedback on the actual rendering times 


(timestamp) to the monitoring module in the engine. 


In addition, each of the renderers offers a number of 


quality options (e.g., shading, global illumination), 


allowing the engine to speed up rendering when 


necessary. 


 


Finally, a simple API will be available to enable 


synchronization at the renderer. Nevertheless it is 


still not clear if such type of synchronization will be 


                                                 
2
 www.boost.org 
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used, as the main bottleneck seems to be the delay 


introduced by the network. 


VI. CONCLUSION 


The 3D tele-immersion environment introduced in 


this article raises a number of challenges regarding 


synchronization that have not been widely studied 


in the past. This paper presents our real-time 


streaming and synchronization engine, addressing 


such challenges.  


 


From a transmission perspective, the engine is 


capable of delivering (in real-time) geometry-based 


3D representations. Efficient channel coding allows 


us to take advantage of real-time lossy protocols 


(UDP), while still being resilient to packet losses. 


This solution is more efficient than TPC, as it does 


not require extra overheads and delays. On the other 


hand, stored objects are delivered in a caching 


network using adaptive streaming over HTTP 


(MPEG-DASH Standard [9]). 


 


The engine supports as well various kinds of 


synchronization. First, it assures that live captured 


media of different types (geometry, audio, and 


motion) is synchronized. Second, stored media (3D 


video plus depth, 3D objects in the scene) can be 


synchronized with the real-time captured media 


streams. This is achieved thanks to a number of 


mechanisms implemented at the sender (universal 


timestamps), at the receiver (buffering and 


alignment), and at the rendering sides (feedback and 


monitoring).  


The research leading to these results has received 
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Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under 
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